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CHAPI'ER I

INTROOOcnON
At first glance Cranford does not appear to be

8.

unified novel.

While

there 1s only slight agreement among the cr1 tics of Cranford about the basic
purpose of the book, all the major cr1 t1cs are united at least 1n hailing
its worth.

Cranford, they say, was Mrs. Gaskell's most representatIve,

although not necessarily ber best, work;

1

it is wortby of study.

From this

one point of agreement, bowever, the findings of Mrs. Gaskell's critics
begin to diverge.

Most critics would rather say that in Cranford are

Mrs. Gaskell's most representative worksJ they would stress the plurality of

the vord "vorks."
Whitfield claims to have the agreement of all 1n asserting that Cranford
is without plot, purpose, or melodram, without story -- and yet that it 1s

not a mere collection of essays.2

Mlss firencb agrees that 1n Cranford

there is not even an "attempt at 81 ther plot or story. 113

Such Judgments that

1

Yvonne ffrench, "Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell," Robert C. Rathburn and
Martin Ste1nmann, Jr., ed8., Froll Jane Austen to Joseph Conrad: Essals
Collected 1n Memo:ty ot James T:'Hi'fibo'use, Minneapolis, University ot
Minnesota Press, 19S5";" 140. 2A• Stanton WbIt1."1eld, Mrs. Gaskell: Her Life and Work, London,
-George Routledge and 300& Ltd.; 1929, 135. -

lrvonne ftrench,

t!!:!..

Gaskell, Denver, Alan swallow, 1949, 13.
1

2

find in the book no narrative structure would certa1nly remove Cranford even
frOIl E. M. Forster's liberal ideal for the simplest of novels, whlch are
characterized by story, "the fundamental aspect without whlch it /Jhe nove},]
could not enst."

4

Sanders holds that Cranford ia several works, that it depends on location, character, and incident, not on plot. 5 Senders repeatedly labels
6 John Forster, the
Cranford as "sketches," aa do Whitf1eld and ffrench.
close collaborator vi th Dickens, referred to the "Cranford idea II as "social
painting, ft even In his letters to Mrs. Gaskell. 7 Later he referred to
8
Cranford as "papers," not as narrative or novel.
In a letter to
Mrs. Gaskell, Dickens hillHU called the first installment of the book a
"paper. ,,9

Indeed, as Hopkins notes, he called all the "installments 'papers,'

not 'chapters,' showing that he thought of' them

8S

not closely connected. "10

4

E. M. Forster, As;R!cts 2!.!!!!. Bovel, New York, A Harvest Book., Harcourt, Brace and Company, (1956), 26.

5Gerald DeW! tt sanders, Elizabeth Ge.Ske~ Ifew Haven, Publ1shed for
Cornell University, Yale Univeraity Press, ~, 43.

e.

6sandera, Elizabeth Geskell, 45, Whitfield, Mrs. Gaskell, 135. ffrench,
"El1z. C. Geskell," ~
Austen, 137.
-

7John Forster, letter, 1853, as quoted in Annette B. Hopkins, Elizabeth
Gaskell: !!!!. ~!.2! Work, London, John lAhmann, 1952, 104..
8John Forster, letter, 1852, a8 quoted in Hopkins, ~. Gaskell, 352.
9Charles Dickens, letter, December 21, 1851, as quoted in Hopkins,
~. Gaskell, 105.

10Annette B. Hopkins, Elizabeth Gaskell:
John Lehmann, 1952, 136.

!!!r. ~ ~ Work,

London,

3
Cranford has often appeared in special edi tiona prepared as texts for
high-school students.

Since the introductions to these editions must posses.

very complete, exact terminology w1 thout ambiguity in order to reach the
intended high school audience, statements often more forthright than those
of hesitant popular critics are made.

These introductions specify and

emphasize the difficulty in Cranford only mentioned in passing by most of
the critics.

Allor these introductions hold that Cranford is lacking in the

unity of a novel; they usually hold that the book 1s not unified at all.
Because these introduct1ons go to such lengths to analyze exactly the structure of Cranford, a study of them in greater detail is rewarding.
Albert Hancock agrees vith the opin10ns of Sanders and Dickens.
is even a similarity in choice of words.

There

Hancock, however, can find some

thread of narrative when he summarizes the unity of Cranford as follows:
Cranford is eore than • series of domestic sketohes,
and yet, in the strict .enee, it 1s not a novel. A novel
1s a pro.e presentation ot character, in the torm of
f1ction, with a carefully contrived arrangement of
incidents into a plot. Cranford hardly has a plot.
There is no play of contending torces, developing into
a climax and a readjustment. We have a group of people
associated by environment. There is a gradual concentration of attention upon one of them (Ml •• Matty) • • • •
When Miss Matty i. threatened vi th poverty, the poss!'blli ty
that Ap Jenkyns ••• may be h1!r brother introduces an
element of suspense, which adds • • • the faintest color
of a plot • • • • There 1s no plot) only a drift of
events. Cranford must be rank.ed under that literary type
of which the .£!. Caverly Pap!ra is the most consplcuollS
example) the type of coherent sketches which shows the
novel, structurally, in the germ. 1

llAlbert Elmer Hancock, "Introduction," Mrs. Elizabeth Gaskell, Cranford.
New York, Scott, Foresman and Company, 1921, 17-18.

4
H. E. Coblentz agrees that the cb.a;::lters and incidents of Cranford are
not closely related.

Just al Hancock saw among them a "drift of events,"

however, so Coblentz sees in them a relat10nsbip ot a sort.

Coblentz

attempts wbat none of the other cr1 tics have cared to do exp11c1 tly.

In the

following analysis, Coblentz is able to see, behind the period1c appearances
and reappearances of people in Crantol'jit a pattern of events which lead to a
satisfactory ending:
Strictly speaking, Cranf'ord is not a novel. It bas
no complex organization; no complicat1ng incidents at
the beginning; no resolving forces at the end) and no
IlllU'ked unity 1n the several parts. The f1rst two
chapters • • • are a sketch) the third and fourth chap·
ters • • • have a slight unity of thought in the central
figure, Miss Matty} the fifth and sixth chapters • • •
drift toward the plot of Matty's brother, Poor Peter,
and indicate that tb4t author was beginning to th1nk of
the end J the seventh and eighth chapters return to the
SOCiety at Cranford, and chronicle the coming of lady
Glenm:1re, chapters nine to eleven inclusive, dealing
with the coming of Signor Brunoni and "The Great Panic
in Cranford," hold our interest in plot by the slender
thread of tbe story of the Signor and his adventures
in the Far East, where Poor Peter wentJ chapters twelve
and thirteen are concerned pr1mar1ly with Miss Matty's
misfortune • • • J and, tinally, "A Happy Ret\lrn to
Cranford," 1ntroduc1ng Mr. Peter as the grand Ap of
Cranford, th.e conquerer of the Cranford ADazons, and the
restorer ot peace between the warring factions of the
12
aristocracy, gives us the climax of a series of sketches.
Although Coblens thus all but grants Cranford the element of story,
tbe minimum na.l'rAtive unit)·, he 18 still unsure enough of his summary to

12
H. E. Coblentz, "Introduction, Elizabetb Cleghorn Gaskell, Cranford,
New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, The Riverside Press, Cambridge, The
Riverside L:1 terature Series, 1910, xix-xx.

5
declare that Cranford is not a novel.

He gives the reasoM tor this hasita-

tion, as well as a comment on the it3ea of Cranford as ..re "sketches," in the
tollowing words:
let, to call the book a number ot WU'8lated sketches would
be making an uncritical analysis of its structLU'e. The
brief outline g1 ven sufficiently indicates that the book
bas a movement and a forward-going action. But 1t does
lack: the unifying ele..nt of a hero and heroine.. _. unleas
one wishes to neglect the first two chapters and to choose
Miss Matty and Mr. Peter &8 the unifying persons, _. and
it does want a great cUmax, though there are several
minor climaxes which enhance the interest at critical
points; and finally the book strongly suggests to the
readers that the author merely meant, in the beginning of
her work, to give a composite picture of lite in an
English village, in a rambling sort. ot way, but turned
her sketches on a slight thread ot continuous narrative. 13
Of the three arguments that Coblentz uses to show the lack

ot unity in

Cranford ... the lack of a central character, the apparent lack ot intent on
the part ot Mrs. Gaskell, and the lack of a suffic1ent clillBx •• two must be
set aside.

Mrs. Gaskell's intent, conscious or subconscious, is ot little

concern in judging the unity of the work; Cranford itselt must be examined.
Unity of central character, on the other band, does not demand a single human
being as protagonist.

A group ot buman beings or the whole village ot

Cranford nay be the main character.

Matty aay atter all be the main char-

acter, struggling ae;ainst an opponent ot whose nature Coblentz had no idea

some other toree tor which he did not account.

It is unfair, at any rate,

merely to declare that Crantord lacks un! ty of central character when this

-

13Ib1d., xx.

6
1s decided by noting that no one person or even group ot people seems to bave
a relationship to every incident narrated.
whether or not this relationship exists.

The critic's job 1s to prove

To assume flatly that since it does

not exist the work is not unified is both to beg the question and to belabor
the obvious.

Perhaps a thread of continuity has gone unobserved.

The only argument remaining is basically the same complaint of all the

other critics:

Cranford lacks a climax, does not have sufticient building up

of a chain of related events to any nignificant final point.

Cranford lacks

a real, continuous conflict that leads to a single definite point.

Thus,

although Coblentz does not add any new criticism, he makes more explicit the
badc charge of lack of narrat1ve unity in Cranford.

As he ends his analysis

ot structure in Cranford, Coblents too sees in the book a unity of point ot
14

view.

Franklin T. Baker holds that Crantord is an example ot a book which
attempts to show its characters "in the peculiar light and atmosphere of a
given place."15 He then goes on to comment about the general structure of
the book as tollows:
Its unity 1s only in the slightest degree a unity of
structure. Mary Smith 'tells the whole story. '1'be old
rector and his family are the central personages. The
same characters appear and reappear, much as they do in
the ftDe Coverly Papers. 11 The customs and ideas of the
Village are the same throughout. The only .emblance of

14Ibid.,

-

XXi.

lS,ranklin T. Baker, "Introduction, tI Elizabeth Gaskell, Cranford,
New York, Longmans, Green and Co., 1905, xii.

7
a plot .... and it 1s rudimentary -- 1s in the story of
Miss Matty as affected by the various events that
closely concern her. • • •
The real un! ty of "Cranford f1 ia ot a d1fferent sort
from that of "time and fable. U It lies in the unvarying
quality of the place anc! its people. Its feelings and
ideas, its customs and characters, are so closely seen
by the author that there is no false gote. The ensemble
1s harmonious trom beginning to end. l

Baker holds, therefore, that Crantord lacks nunity of fable, Il a unified
story, although it has throughout the same narrator, the same central person..
ages, and the same location.

His position is quite similar to those of the

other introductions for high school editions, except that he points out in
add1 tion that the characters seem to be static because of the lack of narrative structure.

The real unity of Cranford, Baker stresses, is its author's

clear insight into the people and place.

There 1s unity of point of view.

This view of Crentord as baving slight plot or story but possessing unity by
point ot View, 1s very similar to the view of the foremost modern Gaskell
critiC, Annette B. HoPkins. 17
All the above critics, to summarize, hold these two opinions:

since

Cranford 1s lacking in conflict, climax, and change ot character, it 113
lacking 1n narratiw structure and is not, therefore,

11.

novel; and Cranford

1s not suffiCiently Il.."litied to be classed as a single work of art.
Although such is the judgment of the more important Gaskell critics,

16!!?!!., xi-xii.
17See below, pp. 3-10, where Hopkins' view 1s examined and where "unity
of point ot View" 1s shown to be inadequate to unify a narrative.

8
there are a few other viewpoints, slightly dirferent.

Both the famous A.W.

Ward and George Sampson are enxi(lus to caU Cranford a "prose idyll. II

18

31nce neither gives a personal definitIon, a prose idyll cay be described as
a prose tale stressing the picturesque phases of country 11fe. 19 Again,
Haldane says that although Crantord came out 1n parts It "appears to us to be
a complete conception.'~

It 1s true that even these opinions do not afford

Cranford the title of novel.

They do, however, at least view the book as

8

single unified whole, which "unity of point of View" cannot accomplish.
Ward goes even further, declaring not only that the book is unified, but
also that, considered stl11 as a prose idyll, it may not be added to or
shortened. 21
More recently, .Annette B. Hopkins

holds a somewhat ambiguous middle

pod tion as regards whether or not Cranford belongs in the same class
"De CaYerly Papers. It

Ilpapers. II

813

the

Qu,i te otten she refers to the chapters ot the book as

When she confronts the problems

ot

un! ty in Cranford squarely,

l8A• w. ward, The Cambridae History ot English Literature, New York,
Putnam's, 1909, XlII,41B. Ward'8 opinion;; on Mrs. Gaskell may be accepted
with even more than his usual authority, since be himself' is one of the early
critics ot Mrs. Gaskell. He wrote the prefaces for the authorized Knuta!ord
Edition ot her works.
George Sampson, The Concise Cambr1de History 2!. English Literature,
New York, Macmillan, 194!';' 'm2.
19Wi111am Rose Bew!t, ed., '1'be Reader's EnCYClotr:118, New York,
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., sixth printing, iiiy, 1958; 53 •
2OEl1zabeth Haldane, ~ Gaskell
and Co., 1931, 80.. 1.
21ward, CHEL. 418.

!!& y!::. Friends,

New York, D. Appleton

9

however, she beginG to call the bool~ a "story. I~

As

a presentation of he~

position, the rolleving passage is intere:;ting:
/\ natural question that might arise in the mind of
anyone who knew nothing of Cranford beyond the fact of
its publication at nine 1rregufilr intervals over the
course of thirteen months, is whether the book did not
914fter from this treatment in either form or spirit.
The answer 1a an emphatic no. Cranford 16 practically
structurele~6J this 1s part ot its charm.
The successive
scenes pass before the reader as easily as if he were
shipping different colored beads along a string. From
the architectural standpoint, the only unifying elements
are furnished by the plHce and the people. The action
is all in Cranford and the neighborhood and is entirely
about Cranford folk. What is remarkable, however, is
that the more subtle unity of the story was not disturbed
by the intrusion of other writing which Mrs. Gaskell was
doing at the time in the course of its composition. The
unity of mood, of spirit, fails nowhere. The tone -the tempo, the slant of mind, once established, never
falters, never betrays the .t,thor's preoecupation with
themes that must often have ~u5hed the world of Cranford
far back in bel' consc1ousness. 2 3
Although a"pkins seems to be plain enough here about trying to show that
Cranford is unified, the fact remains that throughout her awn stu,.:.y she
refers to Cranford as "papers," implying d1sI.lni ty.

Further, even 1n the

passage quoted here, she makes the statement that Cranford. 1s tlstructureless.
Row the book can then be at the same time unified in narrative structure is
very dIfficult to see, unless Hopk1ns means that tbe unifying structure is

22Hopkins, ~. Gaskell, 136, 105-110, 136, 108.

-

23Ib1d., 108.

10

the lack. of any formal structure.

Finally, sbe cites with approval the

comments or Llickens aud of Jo!m Forster as regards the apparent disun1ty ot
Cranford.

24

l>Jhatever may be the true feelings of Hopkins in this matter of

deciding whether Cranford is cne or cany book;) in e,--eneral, it is evident
that she docs at least consider that the narrative unity of Cl'an!ord 1s a
problem, not a self-evident assumption.
Hopldns says the vork is unified only in "tone, 11 latf::r defined as
"slant of m1nd. It

This amounts to li'ttle more, even in the mind of Hopk.ins,

than the fact that Cranford was written from a cotls1stEtnt point of view by a
single author.

To consider a work. unified merely because it was written by

a single author in the same frame of mind throughout is a difficult principle

to accept.

Such a consideration cartal nly does not show that the work. bas

any narrative structure or 1s a novel.

A single point ot View, therefore,

however unfailingly and cleverly maintained, cannot be said to be in itself
pertinent to a discussion of whether or not a book is

8

novel,

un:".8SS

unified point of view 1s such as to give a structure to actions.

this

otherwise,

the book lacks that characteristic ot dramatic action which d1st1nguishes a
narrative from other forms of expresBion. 25
That Cranford is not a unified novel sums up, therefore the opinions of
Mrs. Gaskell's critics.
incidents.

The book lacks a single conflict tor ita many

It lacks any sure relationship al110ng the events narrated.

The

2438e above, p. 2.

25See belml, 'olhere this matt''':' is discussed more fully in Chapter II,

p.

16.

11
only thing that Mems present in all the details of the book. is the town of
Cranford.

Still, the events lead nowhere:

there is no cl1l1BX, no change ot

any character (so that a clear protagonist can be seen) or ot the village.
The only possible explanation for the book is that it describes Cranford

and many critics will not even allow the book this unity as literary
description.
It is the purpose ot this paper to investigate the value of such a
Judgment abou.t whether or not Cranford 1s a unitied novell it is the purpose
of this paper to show', tollowing further stu.d.y of Cranford, of the theory ot
unity in novels, and of Mrs. Gaskell's usual technique, that Cranford
actually is a unified novel.
The method

to be used 1n this study at Cranford includes the following

four _1n steps I
1.

'1'be cla:1a8 of the critics show that, if Cranford does bave a narra-

tive structure, the relationship of the events to one another or to
any significant climax is quite obscure.

A brief inquiry will be

made, therefore, into the theory of unity 1n novels to determine
what unities the details of a novel and bow theme can be used to
clarity the basic narrati va conflict when this conflict and ita
climax seem obscure.
2.

Research into the writings ot those critics of Mrs. Gaskell who
bave analyzed her purpose will atteUlpt to determine vhat 1s
Mrs. Gaskell ta theme in most at her works other than Cranford.

3. Research into selected works ot Mrs. Gaskell shou.ld not only provide
direct textual su.pport tor a proper evaluation of the ju.dgments as

12

regards Mrs. Gaskell's themes, but also should indicate certain
features of her method of treatment.

This latter int'ornat10n could

be used to provide easy recognition of and to supply external assur-

ance for the meaning of parallel details in Cranford.
4.

An examinatIon and analysis of Cranford itself should provide the

f1nal evidence for a statement about the presence or absence of a
theme and structure to supply tbe book with the necessary unity.
The usual Gaskell the_, as can be determined froll steps two and

three above,

DB,. be

used as a relatively safe indication of the

probable theme of Cranford.

1'11is theme may provide infor_tion

about the conflict of the 'book, the climax, main character, outline
of main action, and W1Ify1ng structure -

or the lack of these.

A

word of further explaaation will 'be added here in an attempt to
clarity the relationship of this step (which is the ultimate aim of
the paper) to the second and th1rd steps mentioned above.

The usual process in analYZing a novel is, of course, to discover the
structure and theme by an inference based on the details of the novel.

It

might be objected that the method used in this paper would force the novel
to fit an

!. priori

structure and theme.

Such a charge would, if true, tend

to lessen the value of such a method considerably.

As can be seen in

chapter five of this study, however, this paper tollows no !. priori

method

of determinIng theme, does not try to make the facts fit the theory.
An analogy may be useful.

The method used 1n this paper 1s simiar in

purpose to the method often used to solve a mathematical problem.

The most

proper method of working the mathematical problem yould be to begin with

13
the facts Siven and to work through to the solut10n.
especially with

B

otten, however,

very difficult or confusing problem, it 1s found more

convenient to begin by consulting the answer provided tor this purpose in the
back of the book.

Such B procedure is not strictly necessary; the problem

could still be solved by using only the "frontwards" method; the problem
must, in tact, st1ll be worked out trom the actual facts given, step by step.
Checking the answer f1rst is merely a convenience, as this step provides a
more likely target towards which to aim efforts at a solution.
B

It suggests

way to save time, effort, and especially contusion; it also provides an

added assurance that the proposed solution is accurate.
S1ldlarly, to ascertain, prior to reading, the 11kely structure and
theme of Cranford can help one to avoid much

or

the contusion that marko

existing critical opinion as regards the form and unity of the book.

The

re&sonil1l here is that, since Mrs. Qe.skell usually makes use of a particular
theme, she probably used that theme 1n Cranford.
COUTse.

Nothing is proven, of

The author may not have used her usual theme in this book, or she

may not bave used it well enough to make it basic to the book..
Mrs. tlaskell my bave used a given theme and wanner

eft

The fact that

illustrating it in

most of her works provides no definite aosurance that such a structure and
theme is present to Cranford.

Answer books have been

me ',In

to err.

The prob-

lem must still be examined in the proper ..ray: for the !. eriori hint only
gives added assurance

or

correctness and B suggested direction to renearch,

an hypothesiA, a likely answer to the meaning of Cranford.
must still be sought.

Textual support

The problem, to use the analogy, must atill be worked

out to prove the answer; that is, it must still be proven that the details

14
of the book are united in the proposed form, that they illustrate the suspected theme.
There are certain limits to the amount of material to be examined for
this study.

A number of critics who have diseussed the unity of novels will

be examined.

The number of such critics v111 be suffieient to establish the

meaning of unity 1n novels, as well as to detertr.1ne the unIfying element in
novels.

No

attetlpt at exhaustive treatment will be

made

1n this area,

how-

ever, as such is not the purpose of this paper.
Likewise, it would be impossible to examine every idea in Cranford to
illustrate the presence or .bsence ot various 1ngredients. The main conf11ct, ideas, and motifs ot the book will be discussed.
Finally, there

1~rna1ns

the problem of how many works to select tor

analYsis to determine what is Mrs. 0e.3kell ta usual theme--step three in the

method above.

riot every worlt of the author is examined.

already given such treatment on a broad scale;

26

Stebbins bas

detailed analysis will be

given here only to a fev re?resentat1ve works of Mrs. Gaskell.

If the works

are to be truly representatl ve, they should include both novels and short
stories.
1.

The following three types of works were selected:
Works closely allied with Cranford in background and mood.
ever is true of Cranford may alao be true of th

specific treatment and theme.

26

T ,eln works

~se

vorks,

v;'hat8S

regards

include tfThe Cage at

Lucy Peate Stebbins, !. y,cwnlP AlbWls Some Xedl Novelists
Period, New York, Columbia Un1versity Press, 19~

2£. the

15
Cranford," "Mrs. Harrison's Confeasions," and. Cousin Phillis.
2.

Works generally judged to be the best works written by Mt-s. Gaskell.
These include Sylvia's Lovers and Wives

3. Works chosen at random

~ DaUEhters. 27

to avoid similarities which might easl1y

occur in works of the above two categories.
random are these s

Nlg!lt's Work t and

The works chosen at

--

"Curious if True," "Right at Last," A Dark
~.

'l'bus, this study bas a wider scope than a mere examination of Cranford.
This paper 1s limlted, however, in the completeness of its treatment of

Cranf'ord, in the number of texts used to examine unity in the novel, and

in the number of works of Mrs. Gaskell in which an analysis of theme and
technique is _de.

2J;lvia.s Lovers is judged to be Mrs. Qaskell's best work by Sanders
), ana t~llItl'leld, who says (page 66) that it is "her greatest
effort • • • and most powerful book." Others generally agree with Hopkins
that the latter book is Mrs. Gaskell's "crowning effort," as Hopkins states
(page 277).
(Page

CHA.Pl'ER II
THEME AND UNITY IN A NOVEL

Since a novel is a form of narratiYO, for a novel to be unified 1t must
possess unity of action.
ment tor a novel.

Forster makes unity of action the minimum require-

The work must possess a sequence of actions, a story)

pernaps the actions will be causally connected

80

as to give plot.

1

There

must be some summit to which all the apparently isolated details of incident
and explanation lead.
SOllIe

It the work is to be a unified novel, there must exist

clImax, some point where the opposing forces meet and reveal their

relationships to one another and to the action as a whole.

Action is that

characteristic which distinguishes a narrative trom other forma of expressiOn.
It this action portrayed is not unified, the work cannot be a unif1ed narra-

tive nor, therefore, a novel.

This necessary structural unity, this theme,

need not, of course, be derived from external, physical action, as in the
conventional novel) it may originate trom such areas as characters, setting,
point ot view, reactions, or even trom apparent structuralessness of action.
The following cormnent of salllWtl Johnson on unity of action for the drama
i8 equally fitting for tbe novel:
It 18 necessary that of every play the chief action should
be single J for since a play represents some transaction,

through its regular maturation to ita f1n&1 event, two

1

Forster, Alp!cts

.2!. ~ Novel, 26, 86.
16
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actions equally important must evidently constitute two
plays.2
Cranford bas not as yet been conceded the unity of a novel.

The critics

have all viewed its action as being isolated and unconnected incidents merely
placed next to one another.
not a unified compound.

The book would thus be an aggregate, a mixture,

Even those critics who emphasize realism in details

of character and setting have been able to grant Cranford only a vague unity
in tone or point of View, a unity that amounts to little more than a statement that the book was written by a single author whoae point of view was
consistent in its perception of environment.

There 1s as yet no claim that

the incidents may have any point of convergence, that any climax Ues behind
all the fragments, that some common meaning 1a supporting all the details of
character, setting, and action, that any meaning binds together the loose
ends of the book.

Some such unifying thread must be found, however, if

Cranford 1s to be considered a unified novel, if the book 18 not to have its
only value in being, as some suggest, a mirror of its times. 3
A piece of writing whicb merely reflects and transcribes life may have
interest as a social document.

It may be a rare piece of indirect mental

autobiograpby g1ving insight into the thoughts of a famous writer.

It is

not, however, to be considered as a novel, since, as a mirror, it lacks a
form of its own.

As Lubbock notes, a book, to be a novel, must bave some

2Samue1 Johnson, Rambler no. 156, cited by Joseph Epee Brown, ed.,
!h!. Critical ~inions 2!. Samuel Johnson, Princeton, Princeton University
Press, 1926, (3.

3See pp. 33"35.

11.1
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torm or design, because a novel is a York of art, not some sort of outgrowth

ot nature itself. 4
In proving that a novel must not be merely a transcription of life,
Lubbock reflects that such a transcription is in fact impossible.

The con ..

tents of the book are not something which a reader can find produced in
nature, the book is only, phySically, a coUection of many vords and chapters.
This presence of' vords does not explain why the words and chapters bave been
gathere4 together because "tor the broad and simple ettect • • • "the chapte:-:"s

ot the book retuse to adapt thellSelves, they will not draw together and
announce a reason for their collection." There must be 80me reallon why
these inCidents were selected and gathered together and placed next. to one
another.

It is not that the events actually happened in the way reported.

The auther's vision ot the events has intervened.

Otherwise, the novel

would not be a novel, but history, Journal, or autobiography.

LI.lbbock goes

on to ask. tor what end the allther bas, consciously or subconsciously, shown
the panora_ of lite portrayed in the novel.

lAlbbock ansvers as tollows:

The question • • • i8 not answered, it 1s only postponed
it we say that the picture ot: lite i taelf is all the
moral, aU the meaning that we are enti tle4 to ask for.
It is of the picture that we speak; its moral 1s its
design, and without design the scattered scenes w111
make no picture. 5

4Percy Lubbock, ~ Craft .2!. Fiction, Cape, 1921, 9-10.

-

5Ibid.,

52-3.
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Another critic, John Holloway, sums up this idea quite clearly when he says:
With all the world before him, where to choose, choose
the author must, an4 his choice almost ineVitably has
moral implications. 6
The same argument is repeated quite convincingly 1n many modern criticisms
on the theory of the novel.

A collection

01'

criticism on ttform" in the novel

rejects, both explicitly and implicitly, novels that are mere transcriptions
of life for the sake of transcription.

EspeCially noteworthy for frank

statements in this regard are the essays by William Van O'ConilO:r,
l-Brk Schorer, Allen Tate, Lionel Trilling, and C. H. Rickword. 7 Editor
William Van O'Connor illustrates the

c~itical

tone of all five as tollows:

• • • he /J't1I4 artisi/ who makes us understand and feel
differently is distinguished in his capacity for deviBing
and probing a form in such a manner that his perceptions
are not only objectified but enlarged and qualified through
his baving to discover the relationsh1pG of meanings within
the limi to of his form. The torm, a symbolic structure I is
not a transcript ot life; it is a representation which equips
us to understand more fully aspects or existence outside of
art. Form 1s the objectifying of idea, and its excellence, ~
it would seem, depends upon its appropriateness to the idea. c

Mark Schorer sums up the whole problem well when be says:
Modern criticism has shown us that to speak of content
as such 1s not to speak ot art at all, but of experience}

6John Holloway, "Hardy's Major Fiction," From Jane Austen to Joseph
Conrad: Essa~ Collected in
of James T:Hrlih'Ouae, Robert C. Rathburn
and Martin Ste nmann, Jr.,-eds.,nneapo11s,11n1versity of Minnesota Press,

MellOi

1958, 241.

7W1111am Van O'Connor ed., Forms
Indiana University Press, 1959.

aWilliam Van

2!. Modern

Fiction, Bloomington,

O'Connor, ~ Novel in Our Time," Forms of Modern Fiction.
William Van O'Connor ed., Bloomington, Indiana University P;;ss, 1959, 3.
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and that it 1s only when we speak of achieved content,
the fom, the work of art as a work of' art, that we speak
as critics. The difference between contentA or experience,
and achieved content, or art, is technique.~
Although his article goes on to show that more than theme and narrative outline mwst be included under the form at a novel, Schorer f1nally observes
that some one idea or design is actually what is at the root of form or
technique, when he says this:
Technique is really what '1'. S. Eliot means by "convention":
any selection, structure, or distortion, any torm or rhythm
imposed upon the world ot action, by means ot which, it should
be added, our apprehension ot the world of action 1s enriched.
or renewed. In this sense, everything 1s technique which is
not the lump ot experience i t.elf, and one cannot properly
say that a writer has no technique, or that he eschews technique, tor being a wr1 tor, he cannot do so. We can speak of
good and bad technique, ot adequate and inadequate, of 10
technique which serves the novel's purpose or di8serV'eS.

The action and other detail must, therefore, serve the purpose of the novel.
Detail at all1 sort, if presented merely for its own sake, cannot be allowed
as desirable.

Form must unify.

A book does not contain real lite; no artitact can or does.
has onlJr an account ot
has excerpt. trom lite.
his choice!

SOM

The writer

events that may have happened in real lite.

Why did the author choose wbat he did'1

What guided

Why did he narrate certain inCidents and omit others '1

pattern can be found in the incidents selected by the

9Mark Schorer, "Technique as Discovery," Forms
Van O'Connor
9.

od.,

lOSchorer, '~clm1que as Discovery," Forms, 11.

a~thor,

He

If a

1t it can be

~ Modern Fiction,
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established that the author chose certain types of inc1dents and omitted
other types, then it must be 8BSumed that the author chose 1l to narrate what
be d1d because be was trying to stress the common tra1 t wh1ch aU the nar-

rated details bave in CO_all.

The author's purpose in choosing what he did

was to communicate thereby what he saw as a characteristic common to all the
details he chose.

Otherwise one must suppose that order can come about by

chance and without purpose.
The author bas selected certain things to narrate because, when taken

together, these will convey some meaning which he 1s trying to communicate.
Perhaps the author bas made his selections

subconscioU8~,

as a result

or

an

almost instinctive grasp of bow to arrange materials so that they illustrate
meaning.

Selection bas still occurred.

Perhaps the author has not selected

l~ place of choice in the creation of a work of art 1s a rather
involved problem. It should at least be noted, however briefl1, that modem
studies, some of them mentioned bere, have proposed that some kind of
selectivity is used in the creation of a work of art. The author may bave
dec1ded, as mentioned earlier, to narrate everything visible) the port.rayal
of a lack of pattern in life may then be his structure. The author has,
however, exerted his will, his power of selecting. Ue may even have done
his selecting subconsciously) selection was still present. If the vork.
should lose all pattern, even subconscious pattern, the work would certainly
cease to be a unified narrative. It would bave lost the distinguishing
characteristic of a narrative. For a narrative some kind of patterned
action is necessary. tacking pattern, the narrative would become tactual
accounting of events J lacking action, the work would ceaae to be narrating
anything.
Although Mrs. Gaskell could hardly have been aware of theae clarifications or later critics, her writings should still show evidence ot
selectivity at work (a.t least subconscious selectivity), if the critical
theories discussed here are correct and do 1ndeed bave a foundation in the
timeless nature at things.

consistently, or consistently enot1gh for the pattern to emerge.

If so, he

may have been defic1.ent as an author J he may have failed to communicate his

outlook.

Ris work may not be Wliried.

If' it 1s to convey his message, how-

ever, the authorts writing DroSt have a p&ttern;12 that pattern indicatea the
meanlng.

1'b.e novel possesses theme and structure interrelated.

'!'he al.ltbor must be consistent in his selectlon as he represents his

characters and what they do.

He must behave consistently 1n selectlon and

"use the facts in accordance with his purpose.

He bad a reason in talUng

them in hand, a design which he meant to express • • • • "13 Tbe reason why
the author haa placed together in a novel incldents, characters, and other

detail 1s that he has a message to convey through consistent selection -dramatically, by the shape of the pattern of action (and other details).
The author' s outlook can be shown clearly to the reader when the reader is
made to realize why the author chose to narrate this particular type of

detail, when the reader generalizes to discover what all the details have in
common, when the reader is made to realize that the author chose to narrate
this particular type of detail becau.se all the isolated facts had in common
a particular characteristic, the importance of which the author was trying
to show.

12'l"hus, it would be inaccurate to say that any abstract idea suggested
by the author as theme or any moral bias (or "moral," as might be distinguisb4td troll theme) expressed in a portion or whole ot a work -- 1t would be
inaccurate to say that these 1n the_elves could unity a novel. It 1s still
necessary that there be some sort of narrative structure, not raecessarily
chronological or conventional as explained ear11er (p. 16 and p .. 20), to
unity the work.
13w.bbock,

1'!!!. Cre.f't, 57.
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To

say tbat a piece of writing 1s merely a "picture of lite" or that 1t

1s a mirror of certain phases of a certain type of lite 1s to Judge that the
piece of writing in
not narratl ve.

~st1on

is description or some other form of wr1ting,

'1'0 say that Cranford. or other works of Mrs. Gaskell are

unified novels because they faithfully transcribe 11£.14 is to say that they
are 1nartistic, lack form, are not narrative..
a picture of Uf., bu.t if 110 does no

lION

A work _y stve the reader

than this, it does not posses.

story, narrative structure with tn._tic unity, the work 18 not a novel.
Characterization, even of a whole community, 1s not narratiu.
narrative.

The

Tone is not

expla.ution of a region, geographically or palChologically,

is not narrative.

They may be parts of a narrative.

If there 1s no action

present, however, or if the incidents are Just many actions withou.t being
part of an over..ll sequence of action •• it only a "picture of lite n i,

8iven, the work is not a unitied novel, whatever else it _y be.
A Ju.dgDIent

~t

a work 18 merely a "picture of life If iEpUes that the

author bas selected details in such a way as to illustrate the characteristics ot a particular locale, or of Ute in general.

such a judgment also

implies tbat in pertorm.ing his selection the author' s only concern as regards
continuity and consistency was to _ke sure that all the details chosen
described the particular type of place 1n question, the author was apparently
unconcerned with any pattern when he narrated various inCidents.

14see pp. 34-36.
regards Crantord J
lite" theory. -

The piece

insistence of many critics, especially a8
necess1tates a detailed investigation or the ~rror or
The

of writing being examined does not bave any design 1n the selection of any

events narrated, only in details ot desoription or of explanation.

Suoh a

piece of writIng, it wl1f'ied at all, would have only the unity of an idyll or

ot description, not the unit7 of a narrative.

To

hold, theretore, that

Cranford or any other writing is _rely a picture of lite in a particular
ti_ and place 18 to hold that the book is not a novel, tor it lacks unity
in ita aotion and theme.

'!'he good

novel; the true novel, reveals by the

.eleotion of aU the details an outlook on Ufe.
unifying ita action.

The details

The novel baa a thea

of the book, espec1ally the action, allow

the reaeler to inter the thftleJ tbe theme sbows the significance and relevance

ot all the action and other details presented.
Since the word "thtmIe" 1a oftea aed. in difterent senaes, clarification
and det1n1 tion of' the term are neceaaar)".
spe&ltiDg of "the• • "

an essay on Proust.15

in a work.

Frequently one will find people

C. W. It. Johnson, for example, does this in

Instead of' aay1ftg that a narrative baa a number of

"the_a," 1t would be IIOre proper and accurate to use 1n such a context the
word "mot1fs. n A lesser and subordinate Judgment on lif'e, a minor idea
repeated. 1n a novel, sboW.cl be called a motif', or perhaps an
it ls often repeated.

it

It sbould not be called a theme unless it is the ba8ic

outlook or idea ot the piece of writing.

15C• w. Me Johnson, "Tone in
Fiction. 209.

Modern

1dea-r~hII

Theme may be detined as "the

f!.!!. recherche 2.!!. tess

2!:rdu," Forms

s!.
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dominating idea implicit in the whole composition. ,,16 '!'he author is embod.ying hie ideas in "Uving form, instead of stating them directly, II and "with
every touch he lays on his subject he shows what he thinkB ot 1t." Every

detail in the author' a "selected fragment ot Ute is purely the representation of his view, his judpent, his opinion of it. ,,17 'l'heM is, therefore,
that idea or outlook on lite which the author (consciously or not) intends
to convey to the reader 'b1 baving that View on life serve as the criterion
in the author's selection ot what details are included in the narrative and
how the7 are arranged.

Obviously, it theme is to mean the doadnaties idea of

the whole work, there can be only one theme per unified work..

otherwise, if

one characteristic were to qualify some details tor inclusion, and other
characteristics 3hould quality at111 other details tor admission, the matter
preHnted would. not have all)"th1ng entirely in common} the unity of the work
would be destroyed.

If'. work is aUowed to have several themea, one is

faced with the s1tWAtion which Samuel Johnson indicated and to which th4t
GaakeU critics have been reduced as regards Cranford) one must pronounce the
wri tins to be works instead of work, wholes instead of whole, a disunified
single atte1Dpt or several short attempts.

18

in a phrase?"

"What was the noveUat's 1ntention

'l'hie is the unifying theme of the novel.

lEnoroth7 Brevster and J. A. Burrell, Modern World Fiction, Ames,
Iowa, Littlefield, Ma. . , and Co., 1953, 185.
-

17

Lubbock,

!!!. Craft, 68, 67.

18Ibid., 41-2.

In seeking to determine the theme of a novel) several methods may be

used.

The author IllBY,

the theme himself.

88

Hawthorne otten does tor example, clearly state

The most usual method of determining theme, however, is

to observe the basic action or conflict of the story.

Even it the author

does indicate his theme, in tact, the reader must still check this informs...

tion against the story i taeU'.

It the theme is the reason for selection of

everything in the book, one must be able to discover the theme by ob"l"'V'1ng
the central happening or conflict.

What kind ot torce 1s struggling or con-

trastlng itself againnt what other kind

or torce? Who wins' 1iow1

Who wins

in every respect, on each level 01" the confllct, especially on the most
important and significant level?

One ought, then, to do what is necessary

to act or to have the qualities of the winner -- or to act in some ways like
one OPpoH1lt and in some ways 11ke the other, it the conflict was won on one

level but loat on· Qnother.

A statement to this ettect would convey the theme

of the novel, as determined by and determining the torm of events in the

novel. 19
In a work. where the basic conflict is obscu.red or where (as 1n
20

Cranford

) 1t

Sftms

so obscured as to be almost non-ex1stent, however, au.ch

19trhe statements here, in this entire dbcussion, describe the process
of tinding theme rather baldly and 1n the Oftr-siraplitied terms of clear-cut
war and victory. The pages follOWing • •mine what is to be done With works
which refuse to tolerate such dissection.
20
This statement assumes, ot course, contrary to the opinions of the
critics,that Cranford does have a unity, a single basic action and a unitying theme.

27
a method for determining theme is of not much itnmediate value.

If the theme

can be discovered by some other method, however, one could reveal the basic
conflict and narmtive structure by performing the operation in reverse.
One could argue that if the author is showing the truth or necessity of a
certain principle, he oust show victory or ascendancy in the narrative for a
force or person illustrating that principle, a defeat or unhappiness for
whatever does not follo¥. the proposed maxim.

Thus, from theme, one can
21
reason to conflict and thence to narrative structure and unity
_. or, if
the action refllses to i1 t 1n with the known theme, the book may be declared

dlsunified.

This separate method of determining theme ought, therefore, to

be examined carefully.
Since theme is the principle "by which the author, perhaps

subcon8cious~,

selects and presents his materials, it is possible to discover the theme by
analyzing the small pieceo of' the narrative instead of the basic action
alone.

What do all of the inCidents, characters, even tones of vocabulary

and ir.ages, have in common?

What theae things have in common will show why

the author chose them, however dissimilar they may seem at first glance.
:.Jhat is being sought here is a possible framework of meaning which may be
inferred from the selectivity ot the whole narrative.
The theme came first in the author's mind and determined his process of

selection and treatment.

Theme is, therefore, "implicit" in the work.

Gays

2lsuch a process is carried on at length later in this paper, pp. 108-

117.
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Ste1nmnn:
The new novel • • • often has what used to be called ta
moral' and is nowadays called 'a theme' J 1t bas 30me sort
of generalization -- usually moral ..... to make about life_

But in the new novel • • • the theme is not the subject
of exposition -- for the new novel permits no exposition -but it is somehow implicit or figured in the narrative or

drama. 22

For the reader this process 1s reversed..

The reader does not begin with the

theme ordinarily; theme is d1scovered in analyzing the selection involved in

the inclusion of various details such as these:

type of inCident, general

arrangement in the book, imagery, local contrast, obvious and thus inten..
tional incongruity.

The theme .. - and therefore the basic unIty of the work--

may not be obvious.

The problem ot finding the strand of thematic un! ty may

be complicated because the author has made the theme quite imE11c1t, hIdden
dramatIcally in the details J it must be carefully sought out by making
inferences based on the noticed repetition of similar characteristics, on
incongruit1es _. on whatever indicates selectivity at work in all the many
and varied details of the narrative.

Theme can be found by searching out "unrealistic" absurd! ties which
impress certain types of incIdents, 1neges, motifs, and so on, on the reader.
In reading a narrative, the reader may find some normal situation repeated
more often than reality could bear.

The reader's attention is drawn to this

distortion ot reality} the author 1s using his r1ght of selection,

hi~

-_

22MBrtin 3teinrnann, Jr. J "The Old Novel and the New," From Jane ......................
Austen
~ Joae2h Conrad: Resals Collected !!!. Memory 2t James 1_ Hillhouse,
Robert C. Rathburn and Martin steinmann, Jr., eds., Minneapolis, University
ot Minnesota Press, 1958, 301.

artlstl7', to produce the distortion.
retlecting life or raw experience.

In sucb a situation the author 1s not
Bis vision has so ruled and shaped

real1 ty that in his selection the author has distorted the way things
actually are by unrealistic repetition of a certain type ot normal situation.
The

reader begins to seek an explanation for the unnatural freQ.uency of what

he has observed.

repetition.

He

be~ins

to wonder why he has been shOW'll this unnatural

Real lite does not pattern itself so neatly.

Holloway puts

the idea in theae wordSI

/Jhe

Its
modem Dovel'il1neY1table W&)" to guide the reader
in a devious or less obvious vay, of course, is its structure,
the author's selection and ordering of topics. W1th all the
world before him, wbere to choose, choose the author mutt,
and. his choice almost 1nevit&bl1 baa IIOral impl1cation. 23
Besides the Wlususl )''epeti tioo. ot normal types of a1 tuations, the
repetition of vords, 1me888, or groups of images may sufficiently distort
bare reality a8 to call tor an explanation.

Just as the reader must look to

something besides chance to account tor the unnatural repet1tion ot normal
situations descr1bed above, so must he likewise search tor the reason wby
the author should have

80

often repeated certain types or vords or images.

Again the answer 1s tound in realizing that the outlook on lite possessed
by the author caused these distortions ot reeli ty by determining what the

23John Holloway, "Bardy's Major Flction," Prom Jane Austen, 22,- c1t.,

241.
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author voul.d select -- this time as regards Vording.24 Tbe wording

or

a

narrative 1s Just as important as characters or motifs, tor "a novel, 11ke a
poem, is made up of vords; there 1s nothIng else one can point to ••.25 Taken
b:y i tsel! this statement is msleading.

There are other things 1n the nar-

rat1 ve to observe s meanings of' words, the types of people, events of
thoughts.

What Laavis and Rickword are trying to show, however, is that
26 '!'hey may be eonve:y1ng
words produce several response. in the reader.
meaning in idea8 presented or situations described and narrated.
be

patterns in the repeating incidents, motit's, and 80 on.

'!'here may

But there uay

a180 be signIficant patterns in the very words which set torth these other

aspectos of the work.

A word may be 80 often repeated that its true meaning

1s gone and 1t acqw.res another specIala1gnlt'lcance for the story.

Tbe

author _y bave bound "topther his imaginatIve e:ffects by subtlT recurrent
images of a thematic kind."

So great may become the effect of the recurrence

of words or iaager)" that the reader t s attention i8 aroused.

SUch "iterat1 ve

imagery" demands explanatIon a8 does any other distortion of realIty in the
book, for these things show the author's artistry at work as he makes

241t should have become obvious by this time that theae "unrealistic
absurdi ties" are not being condemned) as explained earlier, they are a
necessary ingredient to art, the way art dIffers trom experience or reality.

25

F. R. lItavis, "an MckW'ordls !!,.Iote 2!!. Fiction, tt Discuss10ns 2!. ~
Novel, Roger Sale Ed., Boston, D. c. Heath and Co., i96O, 84. This essay 1s
______........ _
oiiiOiiiiO
reprinted trom ta.V1s· Standards
ot ......................
CrIticism.

26teart., ibid. C.

~ Novel, 2E..

m;-,

H. Rickword, "A Note on Fiction," DiscussIons g!

76-83.
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selections to sutt his pattern.

The

"story becomes, indeed, a drUatic

poem, and to read it properly one must asse.a the role ot language preCisely
as one would if public torm

or

the work were poetic." There are varying

degrees of carrying on thia repetition of worda or images, of course -- from
the hammering of a single word to the weaving

or

Heilman' a "draatic poem. "2:7

Finally, the author may draw attention to his theme not only by repetition

or

normal reality or of wording, but also by placing before the reader

an 1ncongruou.s situation tor which a realistic or literal interpretation is
impossible.

In this case, it is not repetItion (or repetition alone) of a

norml type of situation that distorts reality and poses the 4._nd for a
further explanation, rather the reader is presented with a situation which
is somehow unbeUevable literally, even though it _y only happen or be

narrated once.

Holloway describes this method well in these worda:

novels need a special l110de of reading. The incidents
ill theI1 which strike us as larprobable or strained or
grotesque invite (this is not to say that they always
de. .rYe) the ldnd of respon.. that we are accustomed to
give, say, to the Dover Cllft scene in Lear. Admittedly
the author bas local failures J but incidents like these
are intrinsically at one remove from the probable and
realistic. Almost, it is necessary for them to be
unrealistic in order that their other 41_1181on of meaning,
their relevance to the larger rhytblls of the work shall
transpire. Again and agaIn, it is these larger rhythm.
of the work which finally expand into the total movement
or the novel, translldtting the author's sense ot Ute,

Many

-

27Robert B. Heilman, "The Turn ot the Screw as Poem," Forme
.................. of Modern
Fiction. St- cit., 213. In this eSlay Bieilman illustrates thoroughly this
approach as 1t was used. by Benry James.

the torce. that op8l'flte througb it, the ....lues that chart
it out and make 1t what 1t 1•• 28
30m }dnd of d1stortion ot 1:ea11 ty impresses on the reader that the

words ot the novel are meant to have a larger meaning than their mere face
value.

There 1s

IlON

going on than an account

ot incidents or of people.

There is a pattern to the incidents, a tate for the people.

The necessary

hint. reveal that the bailie meaning of the worda and 1ncidents must be
expanded, as Forster states:
Expansion. Tbat 1& the 1dea the novelist must cling
to. Bot complet1on. Bot rounding ott' but opening out.
• • • and when Vet bave finished does not every item • • •
[;t War and Peace, or any good n.ove17 l.ea4 a larger
existence than was possible at the timet29
What bas been said in this chapter about the nature and function at
the_ can be used with value ln a study

sidered to be a unitled novel.
relat10nship of u.n1tyand the_.

at Crantord. The book is not con-

'l'b.1s cbapter sugpsta

SOM

ideas on the

A 'locus _1' be found in a novel for the

many scattered inc1dents, motifs, image8, traits of character, and other
deta1l.

'rh1s focus 18 the deeper meaning ot the novel, the theme, which

IIUSt be present, unitying the main action and every deta11, it the novel 1s
to be at all unif1ed and valuable as a work ot art.

This theme is d1scovered

by the reader in several ways, usually by observing the outcom of the _in

contlict.

245.

It may also stand revealed when the reader is torced to 1118ke a

28John Holloway, "Hardy's Major F1ction,"

!:!:2!. Jane

Austen, !at.

£U..,
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genera11zation on realizing tbat the author bas exercised selection to produce unrealities .- repetitions ot normal types or of distortions, same
patterns ot mot it or movement ..- unrealities that torce the reader to interpret the novel in the VBy the author intended.

For these unrealities are

actually a higher and truer reality, the artistic form or design, the
vision ot lite, the outlook which the author wanted to convey and because ot
which he selected what he did and

a~d

the details in such a tashion.

Theme is the generality whIch, emerging trom the partiCulars, unities the
work, brings together the scattered incidents and all other particulars so
that a general structure is made to come forth.

Once this theme is dls-

covered, any previously concealed dramatIc outlines should become clear.
The theme should indicate whether or not there is any relatIonship uniting

the incidents set forth, whether or not any novel does possess a sequence ot
actions proceeding to any significant point.

This chapter provides an

apparatus tor Judging whether Cranford is unitied.

CHAP'l'ER III
CRITICAL OpmOlf 011 MRS. GASKELL'S USUAL !BDIB
As already ObHrYed, 1t is better to do some preliminary work outside

the book itself before one attempts to examine Cranford for theme.

It is

better to determine first wbat Mrs. Caskell·s usual themes are, for she _y
have used one theme throu.gbout moat

ot her works I' and apin in Cranford.

In

trying to tind Mt-s. Gaskell t a usual theme J one usetul method of approach i .

to investi".te wbat her crt tics bave had to say in this regard.
Most critics ave expre•••d, at least briefly, what they teel to be

Mrs. ae..keU's baaic theme, the thought central to IaOst ot her writings.
A.

w. ward

holds that the "experiences which came very near home tor her

were transmuted into kindly lessons
men ...l

of resignation and of charity for all

A. C. Ward bas her holding up lithe Human Ideal directed by pity,

charity, simpl1c1ty, Justice, and love."2 Florence McLoughlin agrees that
in the artistic 4eftlopaent of the stories, espeCially in the pol'tra)'al of

senanta, Mrs. Gaskell

1A•

w.

Ward,

s..

trying to "symbolize practical Christianity" at

C~m? XIII, "'12.

2A• C. ward, Illwstrated tlistoq .2!. !nel1ab Literatu.re, New York,
Longmau, Green. aDd Co., 1955, III, 197.
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work. 3 E. A. Baker holds that "Mrs.. Qaskell had been heart-strl1ck by the
atrocious results of unrestrained individualiSM, and expo..s errors, frauds,
and inJustices in the contrast1ng Ught

ot her buuane picturing of character

and personal. relatioDs. ttl&. Coblentz decides that Mrs .. Ga.skeli's main concern
is to be taithful to herself' and to her subjectc 5

Ftrencb explains more tully Mrs. Gaskell's

the.....

Sbe Bees

Mrle

Gaskell

as preaching a sense of tairness and "belief in the "ltl_to triumph of' moral
values, H preaching "the idea of' tlDderstand1ng "

\I

.,

which tired her early

stage ot social indignation and mellowed her later period of detached and
observant hWltOr tt "

'l'be1 /i.er wr1ti88i1 embody her ow remedy tor

tbe

attainment of human happlneas~ Her prescr1ption • " •
va. . . . . compowlC1ed f'rOil three basic elements. It
contained Faith, Hope, and Char1ty. To her as well, the
greatest of the.e was Charity.. nO
Asain; _rely sh1ttina the approach to this "understanding theme,lfff'rench
holds that Mr." OUkell'. "Ensl1shness ..7 i. her chief quaUty~

Ftrench

3rJ.orence Catherine McLoughlin, ~s. Gaskell's Accomplishment as a
IoftU.t in ber First Three Ikmtls," UnpubUshed Master' a 'l'bes1a, Pittaburgh,
University of Pittsburgh, 1932, 11 ..

~. A. Br1ker, ll!!. Historz
Noble, IX, 1950 reprint, 19.

2!. ~ Epajlish

Jowl, Rev York, Barnes and

5H. E. Coblentz, Introduction, Cranford, lev York, Roughtor. M1tntn
tiwrside Press, Cambridge, 1910, xvili.

CompaD,7, b

6ttrench, Mrs. OUkell,

78,

107.

7ttrench, "El.;lzebeth Cleporn GukeU, tI Fro. Jane Auatell, 140-1. !Iotie.
that this tera ":Englishness n does not lmply iruiiirarltYl but merely "the cult
ot the English village, in its • olde vor1de I sense" (141).

exp~1ns

that this Englishness
can be partly ascribed to a universal vish to share the
charmed and protected existenee that bas vanished from
the civilized world. For security in an ordered society
is the tIIlinsprlng of Mrs. Gaskell' 8 own cOnTictior:
thus she writes the more willingly on this theme.

Hopkins echoes the same opinion, that Mrs. a.skell's greatest writing
is on a "rural theme, lite, and cbarecters. 1l

Mt-s. ae.ekell is a portrayer of'

village life like Goldsmith, Crabbe, and Austen, except that there is an
"extra spiritual aura" that shovs Mrs. Gaskell's

O\::'U

eoanunion with nature --

a Vietorian realism. 9 Again, Franklin Baker likes her "old-world quaint-

ness," and faithful rendering of the rural community, but especially her
lOftbleness, tenderness, and essential goodness that "makes one in love with
lif"e. ,,10 Final!:, Haldane t'inds Mrs. Gaskell as being in some way an interpreter of the "average bounds ot' hUDlln Ufe • • • intel!'pret1ng 1t and show1ng
its true pathos," "depicting the truth just as she sees it."ll
All these crities have, thus, a slightly different opinion of just
exactly what is the bas1e theme ot' Mrs. Gaskell's writings.

All insist that

there 1s • coeaon message running throughout her writings, however.
these critics place this theme somewhere in this vague area:

All

Mrs. Gaskell

gives a sympathetie and Christian sense ot' understanding humanity as she

8~., 140.
%opkins,

E:!!..

Q!lske1l, 323.

lO,rank11n T. Baker, Introduction, Cranford, New York, Longmane, Green,
and Co., 1905, xvii.

l.lsalcJane, !t!:.. OUkell,

305, 307.
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reflects a quaint way ot lite.

For several reasons such a judgment is hardly

satisfactory as a theme.
First, the judgment of these critics cannot be 8.ccepted because it is
merely another vay of presenting the mirror-of-lite argument discussed. in
the last chapter.

To say that Mrs. Gaskell i.s some sort of mirror, no matter

how sympathetic and flattering a mirror, is not of much aid in trying to
place Cranford or any other vork as a unified novel) nothing is thus said
about thAt_ and narrative structure.

All these critics, in some degree, see

Mrs. Gaskell's works as photographs of whatever quaint W'&78 Mr's. Gaskell

happened to witness.

Haldane emphasizes that Mrs. Gasull is kind. enough to

snap the picture, however, onlY' wben the subject i8 in its best pose.

'l'be

other critics differ from Haldane and from each other mainly as to Just when
the subject is in its Dest pose) that 1s, they difter basically in how much
emphasis 1s to be placed. on Mrs. Ga.kell's understanding and sympathetic
temperament.

But aU such diSCUssion 1s inconsequential.

be the basis tor a manner

Ject.

or

Temperament.,.

tondng thoughts and of telling about the sub-

Temperament does not, however, make these Jw!gment& about the subject

matter.

Teurperament alone does not propose them.

To bold that any work or

Mrs. Gaskell is merely a phot.ogaph1c p&rrorama of Cranford or English village

life and people would be to return via a different route to the original
condemnation:

it would be to hold again that Cranford (this time together

with all of Mrs. Ga.keU's works) is not a single narratiw work

worthy

or uy

ot art

merit.

With such opinions as regards the theme, it i& no wonder tbat these

-

cr1 tics .aw Cranford as disWlit1ed.

What is interesting i& that they round
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only Cranford. disunitied and not many ot the other works as well.

A Datural

question arises here I therefore, as to wby the unity of' Cranford needs
defense when these cr1tics tind no problem in according Mrs. Gaskell· s other
worka un1 ty.

It the critics have chosen the wrong the., how does their

theme satist)" them wben they examine the structure at the other works, but
not when they anal.1ze Crantord t

There is only one answer possible tor such

a question: either Crantord is actually not unitied, or in Crantord
Mrs. Gaskell's artistry bas done its moat clever Job in indirectness.

In

the other novels suf'tic1ent obvioua 1nd1cationa wre evident tor the reader

to torm an "'7 Judglnent about _ning, even though Mrs. Gaskell might baYe
buried in some of the.. works a deeper meaning which the superficial reading
neglected.

In Cranford, howeftr, the reader can draw no satisfaction as

regard8 meaning until be baa searcbed the clues a.sain and &8&in.

As mention-

ed earlier, the apparently incoogruent u.nreal.1 ties can torce the reader to
search for a deeper meaning.

If Cranford is unitied, Mrs. Ga.lkell must haft

made use of' Just 8uch a type of' artistry 1n the book.

It in analyzing the

book one could tind that this subtle, indirect -.nner ot revealing structure
and. theme has been used vell, then the contusion and aimlessness of the
critics at thi8 point would have proved quite helpful, tor resulting from
the contusion would be a recognition of a Cranford whose artistic worth bad
been enhanced considerabl1'.
To repeat, these critics aintein that Mrs. (]a.keU's usual theme 1s

that sbe gives a sympathetic and Christian sense of understanding
reflects a quaint way ot lite.

The

&8

she

second reason why this statement cannot

be accepted is tlw.t such a state_nt simply cannot be a theme because it
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does nat lend itself to being what, by defin1tion, a theme must ee.
statement, with what it sugpsts, is not a g8oeral1aat1on.

This

'1'h1s statement

is an account of Mrs. QukeU's manner of looking at lite; it describes her
usual mood. and point of view, it is not the judgment she pronounces on what
she 1s behold1ng.

Haldane

HellS

statement w1th vague wording.
elusive.

to sense this, and sbe tries to stretch her

The result of this ettort, however" 18 1ncon-

We are not told what interpre;tttion Mrs. Gaskell does put on the

"average bounds of huDan 11re." The oul.7 interpretation orrered is that
Mrs. Gaskell bas given "the truth Just as abe .... it») we are only otfered
a ..aa of particulars, no pceral1zation.
The critics IllUd.ng

this assessment of Mrs. a.skeU's "staal tbetne are,

nevertheless, only being cons1stent.

insist that

C~ord

.As observed already, these critics

lacks sutticient unity to be a novel. They insist that

Crantor<l dees get unif1ed somehow by point of' view. HIre

they are merely

caUing this point of v1ew the theme (this time of aU Mrs. Gaskell's works).
Once again, such a type of unity is irrelevaut if one is searching tor .ssential Wl1ty 1n the work.
the whole work. nl2

It does not give the "dOllioat1ug idea iBIPliCit 1n

It gives only the author's manner of look1n'h both in

real lire and on paper, at that about whicb she i8 101ng to aake her Judgment.

It gives only one ot her

wa)"S

ot expressing tbew.le, not the theme itself.

To give these critics' statemellts aOOllt Mrs. Ga.akeU 'a uaual theme some

real value, one must put them into a more workable torm.

12see above, p. 24.

One may infer trom
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their statements what these critics would have thought was Mrs. Gaskell's
if they bad pressed the ma.tter far enough to arrive

judgment about Ufe at such an opinion.

McU:>ughl1n comes closest to making a criticism repre-

sentative of all these writers when she suggests that Mrs. Gaskell advocates
a "practical Christianity." The usual theme of Mrs. Gaskell would then be
this % an must be a Christian who applies bis faith fully to everyday living.
Such an opinion of' Mrs. Gaskell's usual theme 18 really the old mirror-otl1fe argument once apin.

'l'here is little difference in saying that

Mrs .. Gaskell's purpose is to portray the various ordinary Englishmen or
various common rural villagers, and in saying that Mrs. GaskeU's goal vas to
describe various people who 11ved their Christianity.

In either case

Mrs. Gaskell is not an artist selecting) she il1 merely a mirror, reflecting
one thing or another -- Eng11shmen who are Christians or Christians who live
in English Yil.l..aaes.

No clarif'ication bas been obtained.

Tb.e trouble with

such a statement at theme, as with all m1rror-of-l1f'e "thfttes," is that it
is too general until it become. too specific.

Man should be a "practical

Christian"! This is good advice, but what does it mean?

When the critics

try to explain what they mean by this, they lapse off into vague and impos-

sible catalogues of all the virtues -- charity; faith, hope and charity;
pity, charity, simpliCity, Justice, lave, resignation, tenderness, essential
goodness.

'l'h1s is

mere~ e,

looking at the novels.

drif't back into the cirror-everything vay of

Jrhn should be this individual person or that kind of

specific character? This could hardly be the theme.

Such advice can hardly

be called a dominant idea running through the whole work.

If' the 8uggestions

of these cri ties are to be of' practical use, something more exact must be
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tound, some speclflc moral rule whlch Mrs. ctaskell is urging.
lite in paral Yill not do.

The

Christian

Which virtue or aspect of the Cbrlst1aD life

does she especial17 prOlllOte as nan' s course!

She 1s certainly not suggesting

merely the Christian lite as such, or these any critics would have been able
to declde Jut what that . .ns, without tallil'l8 back

on the mirror idea. The

Christian lite cannot mean being Just like "ttie or Ruth or Dr.

-

x.

It this

is all that Mrs. Qasull proposes, then much effort bas been wasted on her by

any of her lnterpreters.

It the J\ldaII8nt of popular history i8 1101"8 acaur-

ate, hCMn'er, then Mra. Gaakell

baa • tIore

pointed .aease to deliver.

Clara Schn.urer has treated at length any of the -Jor aspects of
Mrs. OUkell's wr1tings.

Compared

to the other crl tics "ntloned above, ahe

has bad mch more to say about tbe_ In pneral.

In aummariz1ng her conclu-

sions, Schnurer finds that ..s. Gaskell' s main preoceupation was with the
ills dividlng the "two nationa," rich and poor England.

..s.

Gaskell bad

dec1ded that the _in cause tor all the 41.aenaion was non-conf'orrai ty 111
three _in areas I

in religious loyalties, in staDdarda ot aaoral.1 ty, which

were always shitting (especially tor the two _.a), and in attitude a towarda
lying.

Mrs. GaskeU's cure for the evil thua diagnosed is love.

She believ-

ed in the doctrine of consequences -- that the resulta at good and evil are
unavoidable.
Pu.nished.

The good

_n will tind happiness, while

the evil man will be

'l'he punishment was otten that of conscience, although it usually

came in a quite emphatic external way also. 13
Schnurer goes on to show that since offenders cannot escape punishment,
there i8 no need for one member of' society to bate another for his eVils and
to try to punish him.

Love should replace this hate.

Socio....eonomic il18,

religious antagonisms, shifting standards of morality all exist because
neither side is wilUng to understand the other.
love and. trust.

Understanding requires

All men are capable of responding to kindly treatment and

frieD4l.y advances.

Trust will breed trastworthines., if someone first has

the courage to break out ot the old. ruts. 14 Love and its consequent trust,
irresistible then, will do away with divisive reUgious antagonisms and the
need tor petty lying both in word and in social convention.

Sclmurer can be said to present not so much a proposal of the_ difterent trom that proposed by the other CritiCS, as a clarification of the
vagueness noted in the others.

While the others claim that Mrs. OIlsk.ell has

an "understanding mnd," Schnurer proposes that Mrs. Gaskell is concerned
wi th bringing about an understanding between the factions of a d1 vided
society.

lere we begin to see purpose, and eventually

the...

At times

Schnw.'''er echols the words ot the other critics as she explains that

13Clara Schnurer, "Mrs. (Jaskell's Fiction," Unpu.blished Doctor' s Thesis,
Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, 1932, 133-139. It would be well at
tb1s point to interrupt Scbnurer and to take note of the brief statement of
Wh1 tf1eld about theme, for be bad already proposed the idea which Schnurer
begtns to develop. Whitfield bears Mrs. Gaskell announcing that accordingly
as people are courageous and kind they will share in inward happiness, and
that lacking these their Uves will be miserable (Whitfield, Mrs. GasuU,
21.2).
-

14Scbnu.rer, ~s. Gaskell'. Fiction," 133-139.

Mrs. Gaskell's solution is nothing more than the Golden Rule.

Christianity

1s the thing which will wipe out civilization's 111s with 1ts healing love
15
and trust.
This is not a nameless, faceless Christianity as in the others,
hovev~r J

Schnurer differs from the other crt tics in that she

the

names

characteristics of Christianity which Mrs. Gaskell stresses -- or

~ther,

the qualities which tor Mrs. Gaskell are typical of Christianity, and how
they will reshape things to produce the desired result.
Mt9r she bas set forth so clearly her opinion of Mre. Gaskell's usual
theme, Schnurer goes on to consider what she calls one of the "subservient
themes," lying. 16 She admits that the idea of lying preoccupied Mrs. Gaskell
often, especially in some of the more famous vorks, Cranford, North
south, Sllvia's Lovers,

and~.

2

The problem of the exact place of lying

in the thinking of' Mrs. Gaskell, however, seems to puzzle Scbnurer.

This is

not at first evident, but one begins to notice this difficulty on an examination in greater detail of Schnurer'g explanations.
First, Schnurer observes the following:
Mrs. Gaskell does not condemn all prevarication.
She recognize. various degrees of lying. There are

justifiable hoaxes and excusable subterfuges. Serious
intentions to deceive, however, ..... even when they are
unselfish, -- self-seeking lies, which affect the
relationship ot two or three individuals, and more farreaching 11es, which grow beyond the control of the
perpetrator, sbe denounces.

15 Ibid., loB.

-

16Sebnurer

g1 ves the matter about one-fourth of the space devoted to
a discussion of theme in all the works ot Mrs. Gaskell.

Deliberate hoax is 1"ine, and it is a "valuable weapon" in the "good humored
war on stupid! ty. "

Be1ng so preposterous as to be harmless .... and

Mrs. Jamieson is tair game -- Peter's gitt tor exaggeration about his Indian

adventures 1s acceptable J the talsehoods are acceptable both to pacify
Mrs. Jamieson and to bring peace to Cranford.

The 11ttle subtertuges of the

Cranford ladies to hide poverty are also humorous and harmless enough, and
they are so transparent that they deceive no one. 11

Yet Mrs. Gaskell, Sclmurar tinds, often condemns a 11e.
South Margaret Bale tells a talsehood in ord-er to protect her brother.

The

c1rcWD8tances m1tigate the enormity ot her cri_ J nevertheless, Margaret
sutters profound selt-reproach."

~ng

is the trasic tlaw in Marpret's

character, although sbe is not self-seeking.
selfish one, however.

Philip Hepburn's 11e is a

His suffering is, therefore, greater.

Sylvie.·s

reproach and resentment blinds her from the realization that she bas come to
10ft him.
tissue

or

"A graver otfense is the 11e told in Ruth, tor it grows into a
11es.,,18

Schnurer's elC8ll1Ples show that Mrs. Qasoll sOlDltimes allows, but usuall1
strictly condelllns, lying.

As she sums up, however, Schnurer changes position.

She claims that a lie never remins hidden, that the punishment is all the
more severe if' it is delayed.

'l'ben, approvingly quoting Ruth, Sehnurer

otters the follCM1ng as M£ts. Oe.skell t s basic attitude towards lying:

17Schnurer, "Mrs. Gaskell's F1ct1on," 126-7.

-

lBn1d.,

128-9.

Ifothing you can say can upbraid me like my own consoienoe,
no degradation you can lnf'lict, by word or deed, can come
up to the degra4ation I bave suttered tor ytars, being a
party to a deceit ..... even for a good end."19
'lhus, Schnurer asserts, both here directly and later indireotly in saying
that evildoers are always punished, that Mrs. Gaskell sOMtimes allOW's but
always condemns lyingl
A

second indication of Schnurer' s difficulties arises as she examines

the lie motif more closely.

Schnurer finds that Mrs. Gaskell deals not only

with the consequences of talsehood but also with what causes lying.
Especially in Ruth, Schnurer tinds Mrs. Gaskell conde."ing the society which
encourages ly11l! b;y its rigid adherence to mere empt;y conventions.

Conven-

tions that have no purpose, that are meaningless -- such are Ju.st another
kind of lie, this time with actions instead ot with words.

Divided SOCiety,

empty ot the necessary love and trust, causes men to live by these vain
habits

~f

conformit;y, causes Mn to live wbat is not the truth.

For this

reason Schnu.rer decides that lying is Just subservient to the greater theme
of condemning soeiet;y.

But again here, not all lies are bad; the artificial

social cODTentions of Cranford may be tolerated since they are harmless.
Once again, SChnu.rer :finds

20

an example of lying that 18 not punished.

To organize the problem

here, we may say that there are three I1Iljor

difficulties with Schnurer's original and excellent critie1sm.

First, if

19E• C. Gaskell, Ruth, as quoted in Sehnurer, "Mrs. Gaskell's Fiction,"

l29.
2OSchnu.rer, 130-2.
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lying is only a subservient "theme," a motif, why bas the crt tic devoted to
it such a disproportionate amount of apace'l
her~elf'

Secondly, Schnurer contradicts

several times when she tries to estimate what for Mrs. Gaskell was

the guilt involved in lying.

Finally, Mrs. Gaskell is seen as condemning

soc',ety because it forces people to 11e by following dead conventions, while
apprOVing of supposedly "harmless tf social conventions of Cranford.

Yet with

all this, Mrs. Gaskell is supposed to be proclailling the inViolability of the
doctrine ot consequences of acts.
What is the reason for this triple ambiguity in Schnurer's position!
It the reason is that Schnurer did not f'ully understand the importance of
lyill8 in the thinld.ng of Mrs. Qa.kell, the ditf'iculties can be explained as
follows.
first of all, Scbnurer may have given so much space to the lying motit
because she sensed that the idea vas somehow more important than she could

ilDtlediately see.

In other words, lying may not be Just "subservient to the

greater theme" of attacking the evils of SOCiety.

Mr:'s. Gaskell may be

attacking ly1f\..g directly as the fault in society's contormism.

The value of

liVing the truth IIa1 be Mrs. (laskell's -Jor preoccu.pation, and thus
entitled to the apace Schnurer gave it.

Social injustices, their causes and

results could be considered as one form falsehood in living may take.
things would lend credence to this theory.

several

Even Scbnurer allow's that

Mrs. a.skell could easily have bad an interest in lying separate from its
social implications.

'l'h1s interest could have arisen trom the popular

theolOQ' of the day and trom Mrs. GaskeU's pioua Unitarian household
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training.

21 Lying could thus, in Mrs. aaskell's mind, not only be of vast

importance as be:i.ng both a cause and a. result ot the s('cial. problems; talaehood in U ving could

ther her

2!. the

aocial problem.

Sclmurer could bave pusbed fur-

own conclusions to shov that just as a

lack

at love and trust

destroys understanding and makes people lie, so too false_ss i tselt makes
the necessary love and trust 1mpossible _. makes personal relatio;.ah1ps baaed
on such untru:lt1ng foundations into a kind of Uving Ue thellSelves.
Mrs. aa.akeU's attitude towards lying were consistent instead
and changing

88

or

Schnurer claims, there would be justU'icat1on for

analysis and for Gcbnurer's unexpla1ned emphasis on the problem.

If'

ambiguous
SW:dl

an

Thus, an

:: nvestiption of f3ehnurer' 8 Qccuaations concerning the consistency of
Mrs. Gaoall'a attitude in specitic oases is now O8ces88l'7.
The only examples Schnurer gives of Mrs. Gaskell's approving of "white

Ues 1'1 are from Cranford.

Here Schnurer finds Peter' s earl1 capers presenting

him With no trouble .- but she leaves unexplained and apparently forgotten
}.Btty·s maIl7 difficult1es withoUt him and the w""shipo of his own IIBllY' ,ears
of exile.

8clmurer finds hie tales to' Mrs. JamiesOll uneventful and accept-

able, but they are told only a page O'r twO' troll the end of the book.

There

is hardly enough time given for their consequences to' become evident.
Finally Scbnurer finds the lying of social artificial! ty in Cranford harmlees, while in all the other books ehe had found it tragic.

In the {ace of

thio alone it would not be improper to suppose that there was no sudden

2lgchnu.rer, "Mn. Gaskell's Fiction, n 125.
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deY1ation and fault in Mrs. Gaskell in this one book, inatead it would be
more like17 that Schnurer has not fully understood the -.nIng of Cranf'ord.

22

and missed the author's condeuaation of falsehood.

With Crant'o1!'4 thus interpreted, 6cbnurer's difficulties would be 88s117

cleared u.p.

1'here would be no approbation of lying, but au unccmproadsin.g

disapprCMll of it throughout the writings of Mrs. CIIl.kell.

Also, if we

grant this firm and unambiguous attitude towards lying on the part of

Mrs. Gaskell, we might consider lying rather as a dominating ide. in
Mrs. Gaskell

t.

works ... a the_ rather than a mere contusing &ad ambiguous

motif.
Ft'rench also notices this concern of Mrs. Gaskell with truth and
falsehood.

Sbe too relegates this concern to the position of a lesser

"theme" (i.e., motif) I which otten recurs tb.roug}lout Mrs. Gaskell' s wr1 tinga,
as do such other motif's and plot elements as disappearing brothers, loyalty
of servants and love opportunities missed. 23

Ffrench notices that lies and

their consequences play a det'in1 te part in the moral
aspect of ber work, but l71ns: for its own aate and a
deliberate analysis of its motives 1s COI1It.antly
enlarpd on, i l not necessarily followed by retnbutiOl1
and is treated object! ve17 and psychologically.

22s.e Chapter V also, wbere the e.mct meaning of Cranford 1s more tully
analyzed. '!'bere it is shown that lying is condemned throughout the book.
23ftrencb, Mrs. GasteR; 38-41, 54-7, 75, eo-l, 100-1. bse pages all
treat of repetitIOns, para la, and recurring motits of which Mrl.h Gaskell
was unusuall7 fond. Bone ot these others, however, can be sa1d to trigger
the _in action of any plot. The importance of linng the truth is an 1dea
which struct.ure t!Bkea much more important than these other repetitions.

24ftrencb, Mrs. Gaskell, 55-6.

-

This, of course, is much the same position as that of Schnurer as resards
both the importance of lying and Mrs. Oa.skell's Judgment on it.

-

To prove her point, tfrench then examines the ease in Ruth of Faith

Benson's enjoyment of her 11e.

Ffrenah must admit here, however, that the

results are "ultimately catutrophic." Ftrencb tinally obaerves that lying
i8

• • • not

BO

much the prerogative of the unregenerate

a8 the indulgence of 11vely imaginations. The ~mportance
of telling the truth i8 of course never minimised, not
the consequence ot its tailure ignored. Yet the impression received, it not one of moral ~yatit1cation, comes

occasionally very near to being

80.

:>

Once again one is taced with an ambiguous position vi th regard to
Mrs. OraskeU's attitude towards lying.

Either she does condone tal.sehoods

to produce some "good" end, or she does not.

Ffrench cannot be allowed to

have things both ways, especially when Judging one important idea wi thin the

same novel.

26

Two things also applicable to the same problem in Schnurer,

may be said to clear up this matter.
novel itself can decide the tacts.
even in Ruth. is punished.

As far proof

ot

the tacts, only the

Ftrencb IDWJt have seen that the 11e,

That Mrs. Gaskell allows the teller

or talaehooda

a short term of' prosperity does not mean that she will allow the telling ot

Ues.

As ttrench adII1ts, the results of the 11e are ultimately catastrophic

25ru!., 54-7.

26wb:tle

declaring that Mrs. ClasoU's "attitude towards falsehood" is
"at tirst a :rather contrad1ctory aspect ot her moral philosophy," t:f'rench
actually goes on to introduce contradiction in the critical estimate of that
attitude.
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and leave no doubt but that the 11e is thought of as a wrong course of
action.

3econdly, that Mrs. Gaskell is, as usual, sympathetic: to Faith

Benson or to any othel' character should not be interpreted as an approval
SOM

evil action tbat such a character might perform.

or

Ftrench and Schnurer

have probably confused Mrs. Gaskell's love even tor the liar with an acceptance by her of the lie itseU, an acceptance Mrs. Gaskell would never dream

or

giving.

As stated above, Mrs. Gaskell shows the tragic e"lil of' deception.

The drs_tic action speaks its own piece, no _tter how sympathetically

events are viewed.

The coutusion on this point 1s but one more example of a

cri tic cODtusin.g mood and point ot view with tmtt. and meaning.

There remain two critica, hovever, who can tind in Mrs. Oa.aull's
works something

tIOre

substantial tban the platitudes of' the first group ot

critics and less contradictory (or at leaat, lesa contu.a',ng) than the statements of' Schnurer and tf'rench.

sanderli', the earlieat of' these crt tiCS,

expresses his view in the following way:
In W1 ves and ra;etera, &S in each of her other long
novels, ~
stressed truthfulness as one of'
the chief Virtues. !be theme of the story almost is
Molly's saying, "Tell the truth, now and evermore' n

Clasen

This insight leads Sanders to say that a concern for the truth was what gave
Mrs. Gaskell her celebrated gift at sympathetiC: understanding and provided,

thus, the motivation tor her social novels.

This concern for living the

truth and tor consequent understanding, it is held, led Mrs. Gaskell to suggest in her last work a supreme understanding through love (the wOl'ld t 8 only
good

in her eyes) as a remedy for all human ills. 27

27Sanders, Ellzabeth GaskeU, 137, 139.
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This criticism by f3and.ers tits in especially well with the ideas suggested at the end 01' the study of

th~

opinions of schnurer.

Sanders proposes love as Mrs. Gaskell's ret'tedy.

28

Like Dchnurer,

Unlike 3chnu.rer, 3anders

subordinates, as suggested above by the present author, the message of love
to adherence to truth, wh1ch 1s made the dOminating theme.

sanders even

holds that the lack of a concern tor truth is whi'.t Mrs. Geoskell saw as the
cause for thP. !Social evils of her times.

This again contrasts sharply with

the opinions of the other critiCS, who had seen a preoccupation for the
social

proble~;

as triggering all the other interests of Mrs. Gaskell.

sanders, therefore, prartdes a further help in recognizing Mrs" Gaskell's
usual theme.

It is unfortunate that he did not devote more space to develop-

ing more fully this original approach and to supplying examples of 1t.
A second major critic who searches quite deeply tor Mrs. Gaskell's
usual theme is 3tebbins.

Stebbins does not hesitate to say that

Mrs. Ge.skell's chief moral (ethical) "preoccupation was with the 1.1e
in its various forms, ,.29 usually as concealment.

fjii1

Mrs. Gaskell chose this

theme because she believed that "deception was the greatest obstacle to that
sympathetic understandingvhlch was her panacea tor individual and class
quarrels. "

Stebbins spends the greater part ot her study proving her point

28 See the suggestions offered to solve
critiCism, ~bove,

,p.

the complications in

~)chnurer's

46-48.

29Lucy Poote 3tebbins, ~ Victorian .IUbum: .3ome ladl Novelists £!. 2
Period, New York, Columbia universIty Press, 19~6. The second quotat1on
is taken trom the same place.
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and illustrating it by Vieving the theme of almost every long and short tale
of' Mrs. Gaskell -- except Cranf'ord.3°
stebbins gives a number of very convincing examples of the Lie theme
at the heart of almost all Mrs. a.skell's works.

"A Dark tight's Work," for

example, traces hOW' a girl lo..s her lover beeau.. of a concealment.

The

tragedy in SIlvia's Lovers is brought on by the loose and deceptive-lover
character of' KinkaId and by Phill1p's concealment.

'!'bere are various levels

of direct lying, concealment, deceptive action, and action lacking in rull
integri ty in Cousin Phill1s.

Finally, StebbIns notes, one must be earef'ul

lest in a "casual reading the sophistry of' her ~s. a.sltell'y real theme,
the Lie, might pass undetected. "31
This last statement 1s quite important.
She does not, at least in her better vorlts,

Mrs. Gaskell is an artist.
80

set forth the theme that it

haunts the reader and gives him no choice but to recognize it.
as noted earl1er, the way

or

This 1s not,

true art, which hides its generaUty subtly in

the particu.lars.
If the true theme is, aa Stebbins suggests, so carefully hidden that
only a careful investigation of the drs_tie structure reveals it, we have
an explanation for the difficulty experienced by so many

or

the critics in

agreeing on precisely what Mrs. Gaskell's usual the ... is and in establishing

30Thi• is neglected, perhaps, because Stebbins was unable to fit the
loose Cranford in with her theory.
31stebbins,

Y!s1.

Album, 116, 123, 118.
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a theme tor Cranford.

Most

or

the critics giw a discussion of Mrs. Gaskell's

usual theme only a paragraph or two -- hardly sufficient space it the matter
i. so oomplex.

The evidenoe gathered in the latter part of this chapter _.

opiniOns ot Sanders and Stebbins, the hypotheses to explain the difficulties
and. contradictions of Sohnurer and. ffrench .. - tends to show that thE- evaluations of these critics may be gathered together into a single statement,
the apparent contradictions baving resulted from
or incomplete delving into the problem.

j

nsuf'ficient explanation

It now becomes important to look at

the novels themselves to sep whether or not their themes substantiate the
ideas developed here from a reading of the critics.
What are these conolusions that my be drawn from investigating the
critics to discover Mrs. Gaskell's usual theme?

Although at first glance

the any opinions may appear to be q\l1 te contradictory, one opinion is, as
observed above, merely an outgrowth of another, a fuller, more precise
statement of Mrs. Gaskell's main Judgment on life as expressed in her vorks.
Most of the critics hold that Mrs. Gaskell 1s asking man to lead. a Christian
life.

This i8 what she asks; she gives more specific indication of what

this means, however.

SChnurer says that Mrs. Gaskell demands mutual love

and. trust as a cure for SOCial divisiveness.
Mrs. Gaskell is more specific.

Again this is true, but asain

Mrs. Gaskell attacks the trait that is the

cause of the lack of love and trust, and that is the manifestation of the
evil of her society.

Various forma

or

lying, direct lies, concealments,

deception of both self and others either in thought or by words or actions
wi th doubtful or no meanin" -- the evils of numerous forms of aberration
from truth, the value of fidel1 ty to truth, 1ts rewards, the evils ot
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falsehood -- these are the

~Jor

truth i& her usual theme.

Bit by bit, a study of the critics, their opin-

preoccupations ot Mrs. Gaskell.

~ve

the

ions and their contradictions and difficulties suggests this.

An investis-tlon of the novels themselves demonstrates conclusively
the validity of this polnt.

CHAPTER IV
THEME IN SELECTED NARRATIVES OF MRS. GASKICLL

A caretul reading of Mrs. Cle.akell's works should reveal to the reader
Mrs. Gaskell's concern with the torms ot truth and talsehood, 1t s\1ch 1s, as
suggested in the preced1ng chapter, really her Wlual theme.
In "CllriO\1S If' Tr'lle" the badc tension is the \1nrest in the mind ot
the narrator.

He 1s d1st\1rbed by those with whom he tinds himself, especial-

ly by a _n who strangely "knows how to j\1diciOl1sly add to, or withhold
tacta." The cause ot the narrator's distllrbance is that he does not have
the "degree or moral courage" necessary to clear \1p the tortunate mistake in
ident1ty by which be tinds shelter and welcome when lost in the torest.
Beca\1ae his concern tor selt-comtort will not let him halt the deception, the
narrator 1s plagt18d by what is, atter all, only a harmless dream.

1

"Right at last" has IIl8ny layers or talaahood, with concealment or knowledge ot concealment.

Crawtord, the servant, almost wins treedoaa trom a

deserved charge ot serious thett beca\1se Brown 1s concealing trom his wire
Margaret that his ~owu·!l tather had been at rault and received a jail

~lzabeth C. Oe.skell, "Curious Ir True," Cousin Phillis, etc.,
Dr. A. W. Ward, introd., Kn\1tstord Ed., New York, O. P. Putnam's Sons,

268, 266.
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1906,

sentence tor forgery.

2

Thus, the father's deceiving as regards his true

identity when forging documents results in the son's deceiving his wife as
regards his

O\.~

f'ull identity and family history.

story the reader 1s impressed with the tact that
ancestors.

At the beginning of' the
nrt'WIl

bas not told of' his

This causes some concern to the Frazers, who are unsure 01"

whether or not he is, as a result, an acceptable son-in-law.

The author

assures the reader, however, that this concern 01" the Frazers with a concealed ancestry was only talse show J the concealed ancestry should not have
rrade Brown any more "vulgar," tor the Frazers themselves had lying relatl ves

with spotted h1stories. 3
Marp.ret has learned her husband's Mcret, but she does not ease his
mind by telling him that 8he knows.
bas been torged.

Thus, a tour-told chain of' deception

Brown is about to conceal the crlminall ty of his servant

because Margaret had concealed knowledge ot Brown's concealment of' his
tather • B deception -- quite an entanglement, yet not one 01" character, but
only 01" external happenings.

What is the result

01"

this series of' deceptions'

Not only does Brown's effort to conceal end in his anguish of conscience in
allowing a criminal to eecape, but even before this his concealment together
wi th Margaret' s bad darkened their whole life, as Margaret notes:

"You have

2El1zabeth C. Gaskell, "Right At last, tt Cousin Philli., etc., Dr. A. W.
Ward, lntrod., Knutsf'ord Ed., New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1906, 291. Note
the implications of deception and talseness even in selection of the proposed
crime.

-

3lb1d. J 278-80. Note this word "vulgar," which will appear again
qui te trequently 1n Crantord.
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been rendered morbid, dear husband, by baving soa.thing all your 11te to
cooceal. "4
The difficulty ot conscience, as well as the unhappiness caused by all
this deception, is finally resolved by Margaret's advice that tailure to
prosecute the guilty servant would be further deception
decei nng of society.

00

their part -- a

They -.y be viaited with even worse consequences i f

they do not now -.J.te things "right at last. n

When they hODestly prosecute

and sutfer the necessary iUs of exposure ot this and of their previol18
deceptions, the 11ving of the truth gives them their first soUd marital
happiness and dispels their moodIness, this is shown in the hOMY scene with
which the story end8. 5 Deception is, therefore, the factor necesaary to the
con:tlict of this story aDd to its resolution.
In "Mr. Harrison's Contessions," the falseness is of a sOllawhat different nature.

It is not a repressing of barmtul tacts, external as in the

above two stories, but a deceiving al to the ldnd ot character Mr. Harrison
1s -- a concealment of true personality, not ot 1ntor.tion.
Mr. Harrison

COl8S

to rural Duncombe to share the practice of the 014

village physician, Dr. Morpn.

Instead of continuing the frank, forthright

actions of his youth, Harrison illlDediately succumbs to the town' s many soeial
conventions, merely to serve convention <an arbitrary standard ot conduct not
based on a person's true nature) and to better his own position and reputation

4

5
-

Ibid.,
Ibid.,

(wi thout truly earning such), he begins performing acts in which be does not
believe.

In tact, social servitude 1s the reason Harrison came to Duncombe

in the first place, tor he bad thought at f1rst to be a ship's surgeon, but
found that if he did 80 he would "rather 108e caste" in his profession.

6

As soon as be arrives in town, Mr. Harrison falls into aome minor
insincerities.

Neighbors, as is customary in the town, send to inqu1re how

he feels after the long trip.
"not bad," and 80 on.

He IBUst answer that he i8 "pretty well« or

If' be told them how he really felt -- tull ot energy,

qui te rested, very happy and snug -- their "tender intere8t" in him would,
he feels, be 8hattered. 7

If' he had answered truthfully, his real person-

ality might have been revealed betore there was time tor harmful concealment.
Instead he begin8 his stay in town with some halt truths.
During his first morning with Dr. Morgan, Harrison seals his fate.
He listens to several laments ot the older doctor about the need to put on a

professional appearance.

'What vas betore only a 8light weakness when he

decided to coma to the town and to tone down his answers to inquiries beCOllles
a _Jor fault, as Harrison entrenches a bad habit through repeatedly betraying his true self with minor variations trom the strict truth.

The word

"protesl1oaal" is used 80 otten that the reader cannot miss the message the

6Elizabeth C. Gaskell, "Mr. Harrison's Confessions, It Ruth and Other

Tales, Novels !!!! '!ales
Co., 1893, 393.

-

7Ibid., 395..6.

:2l.!!£!..

Gaskell, vol. VI, London,

siiiIth,

Elder, and
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author implies as to the ironic value of the word.
doctor hammers in his point.
customary morning dress:

Be

Again and agaIn the older

is obviowaly shocked at seeing Harrison's

100Be shirt 1 slippers 1 etc.

dressed for tlw morning ",181 t.s, Morgan notes:

Atter Harrison had

.tThese coats /iut-e.wayi', sir,

give a _n rather too much a sporty appearance, not quite befItting the
learned professions."

"-Ie are

sticklers tor propriety • • • in Duncombe J and

much depends on a tirst impression.

Let it be professional." Atter this

emphatic warning, Harrison takes oft the coat and assumes the jacket which,
though out of line with his own robust personality, is more pleasing to
Morgan and town proprieties.

He also purchases an old nag suggested by

Morgan, instead of the lively hunting horse he bad intended to buy.

Harrison

confides then that Morgan's plan was to establish "me in a house at rtty own,
which looketi more respectable, not to say professional, than being in lodgings. n

Mo:t:"8Iln suggests. vidow housekeeper who "1s

8

lady-11ke wOUIln • •

•

and may really be or some help to you in the little etiquettes 01' our
professionJ the slight delicate attentions which every man has to learn, it
he vi.has to get on in lite."8 Bit by bit Mr. Harrison is selling hirnseU
for reputation.
Morgan insists that Harrison strive after the manner 01' a gentleman,
who happily radiates kindness and protection to all the town's rich widows
and old maids, since this habit is Itpeculiarly befitting our profession. t1
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Morgan concludes the day'S torture with this observation:

"It 1s, in fact,

sir, manners that _lee a man in our prof'esBion."9 He might have added that
by becoming a slave to mannera Harrison can tind the unhappiness of losing
his real self'.
When tinally left time to consider, Harrison puzzles out to himself the
meaning of' the morning's teachings in the following way:

"It seemed a cruel

sacrifice to society to dress myself in tight hoods, and a stitf coat, and
go to a five-o'cloek

filiJ

tea.

But Mr. Morgan read me such lectures upon

the necessity • • • • ftlO Thus, Harrison immediately, with little more than a
sigh, sacrifices both the pleasure ot his own ways and the lntegri ty ot his
actions to the su.pposed need ot appearing "protesdonal, ff to social conventioo.
It i8 not only by putting on a false appearance in aotions, however,
that Mr. Barriaon deceives.

Be listens in silence aa Dr. Morgan spreads

talse stonea about him to enhance his reputationJ be does nothing to silence
these stories.

For example, Harrison cootesses the tollowing about Morgan' s

talk with the gossip Mrs. Munton:
It bad been the most trivial speech in the world
that I had __4 as we walked along, and I felt asbued
at baving to repeat it: but it answered Mr. Morgan' s
purpose, and before night all the town had beard that

-

9Ibid ., 401.
10Ibid., 406. Note that there is this same idea ot the "sacrifice" ot
true.."ael1'; feelings, and bappiness to ambition in ! ~ 11&0t's Work, below,
p.

,~
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I was a favorite pupil ot Sir Astley's (I bad never aeen
him but tWice in 111)' life) J and Mr. MorS$n was afraid that
aa soon as he knew IIY full value I should be retained by
Sir Astley to assist him in his duties as surgeon to the
Royal Family. Evel"7 little Circumstance was presstt into
the conversation which could add to IIY importance.
Alao, Harrison listens in silence as Morgan magnities an incidental
remark of Prim M1nister Peel to the glove.....ucer Mr. Harrison, Gr.

Soon

local rumor in Duncombe has it that Mr. lfarrison, Sr., was an intimte triend
and important counsellor ot the Premier.

B'arrison tells us that he sat

through this recitalof' an absurd ,tory "halt indignant and halt amused."
He did not bother to contradict it, howev.r, since Mr. Morgan was too pleased

with the way the story would gild Harrison's reputation (not a repugnant
goal to Harrison himselt, theretore, by implication» also, he tihad little
idea at the ti_ hOli saall sayings were the seeds ot great events in the tovn

ot Duncombe. n12

By multiplying these auall deceptions, B'arriaon erodes his

character.
What 1s the result of' this maze of' deception? There are two results,
one tor the love-plot and one tor the social-standing plot.

Harrison's

reputation begins to sutfer when Jack Mlrahl.and, a school triend, visits
tovn.

Jack tells everyone about Harrison's brief' Jail sentence _. a mistaken

sentence, as the authorities soon discover, tor Harrison had merely defended

-

llIbid., 398-9.

-

12101d., 399.
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a cripple from assault.
this story known.

True worth could not have been damaged by baving

Jack also tells about Harrison' s "hoaxing letters II and

about Harrison's love for hunt1ng. 13

These disclosures of Harrison's con-

cealments and deceptions about what are considered vulgar things in Duncombe,
contrasted with the simpering over-goodness of the old doctor's stories
about him and his entire present manner, incline the townsfolk to have less
assurance in Harrison's medical judgments, especially when, 1mmediately after
this, be suggests, contrary to Dr. MorS'ln, that amputation of the hand 1s
not necessary for the injured gardener, John Brouncker.

The disregard of his protessional reputation, however, 1s only a lesser
difflculty compared to the trouble that tollows.

Fuel 1s added to the f'ire

when it i8 discovered that three women 1n the town seem to be engaged to
Harrison simultaneously, although he does not want to marry any of the three,
and even dislikes Violently two of' them.

He was thought engaged to

Miss Bullock because he of'ten visited the Bullock home.

A concealment agaln

was 1nvolved here:

Harrison's secret reason 1n visl ting was merely to talk

wi th Mr. Bullock.

He was thought to be engaged to Miss Carollne becau.se of'

a lie told her by Jack Marshland -- that Harrison had confessed to Jack an
irrepressible love for Caroline.

Further Jack had sent her a valentine with
14
Harrison's signature torged to it.
Ifarrison vas thought to be engaged to

14Ib1d ., 419 , 449 .
-

13Ibid ., 417-8.

his housekeeper, Mrs. Rose, a wido.... , because he had given her

8

sewing table

'"bich he had in fun told the prying Mrs. Horsman would be given to his tuture
wite -- another white lie with serious consequences. 15

Thus, all these love

difficulties are the result of petty deceptions.
Even more important than the.e reaGons which acted as occasions, hovever, was the main cause of all the trouble in the story:

people bad thought

Harrison engaged to each of these three because he had shown them the extreme
unnatural politeness suggested by Mr. Morgan.
this observation:

"It. vas all Mr. Morgan' 8 dOing, vho had lectured _

this tenderly deferential manner."
Obviouly it

Harrison consoas himself with

W$S

into

16

Mr. Morgan's deceptions aud persuasions t.hat led

Harr:'son into t.his impasse.

For hi. help, Morgan hi..elf . .ts retribut.ion

later when rumor also has him engaged to t.he .fearsome Miss Tomkinson, because
he too bad shown tbe same kind of over-{IOl1teness.

17

HalTison's trouble 1s

also, no doubt, partly due to t.he many minor people involved who bad pushed
themselves into Harrison's daily concerns more than was truly necessary to
obtain Iledical hEtlp.

-

l5Ibid., 432.

Despite such assistance, however, it 1'O-.ins clear

Thus even small, Joking 11e8 meet Justice.

l7lbid., 41~).. It is interesting when viewing the doctor' s punishment
to remember that be had disliked Miss Tomkinson especially for her bluntness
in trumpet1.ng thfl truth, no matter how unpleasant.

that the main cause for Harrison's dIfficultIes 1s hIs own uncourageous lack
of concern tor 11ving the truth and tor showing his true selt.

If he had

never allowed rumors of his exalted goodness to dritt around, and i t he had
not taken to whispering and croaking around town in the manner ot a busy.
body, it he had merely lived 1n his own vivacious, natural way, no one would
bave suspected Harrison ot any sort ot aftect10n tor the three women.
To summarize, Harrison's deceptions bring about two results.

His

practice talls ott, as nov tew people will have anything to do vi. th him.
Then, be is so much publicly scorned as a deceptive lover that it 18 unl1kely
that he will ever regain social tavor, much less the coveted love ot Sophy.
These are both directly due to his earlier talsehoods ot silence about his
real background and medical abil1ties and to his appearance of be1ng other
in persona11 ty than he really was.
lot everything is lost, however, tor Mr. Harrison had never really
tully given himself to all this deception.

several details show this.

It

bad _de him u.nhaPP1' to have to accomodate his personal habits to a digni-

tied and protessional sedateness.

This shows the rema1ns ot goodness still

in him, contrasted with Morgan who, baving given hiruelf over entirely to
this little game, tinds nothing wrong at all in SOCial contormity.

Further,

Barrison bad taken a 11k,il18 to the Vicar and to Sophy because they, alzost
alone in the town, were not aftected in manner.

For example, Harrison notes

in his mind the tollowing impressions ot his first visit to the vicarage:

/Fr.

With a man whom he
MorpnJ respected, as he did
the Vicar, be lost the prim artificial manner he bad
1n general, and was calm and dignified.
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It was his /the Vicar'!l character that produced this
effect -- character that he never thought about, but
that appeared in every vord, and look, and IIOtionl 18
Harrison must still have some spark of sympathy lett 1n him tor vhat is true
it he can thus admire the Vicar vho 1s always unthink1ngly trl18 to his

nature, contrary to the self-conscious, straining artificiality ot Harrison
himself and ot Morgan.
Harrison doe. not like aftectations 1n speech, aucb a. Caroline's use

ot the bigh-sounding phrase "the great metropolis" instead ot the common
ItLondon. .. Also, be urges Mrs. Rose to void the rules of etiquette that
require her to stay in an unvanted seclusion of griet atter her husband's
death. 19
'!'he most important proof, hovever, that Mr. Harr1son bas not completely

given in to talseness is the way he handles himself in the Brouncur attair.
Everyone urges him to amputate, even Mr. Moraan and Mrs. Brouncker.

It is

made clear to Harrison that after the Jack Marshland episode he vot1l.d utterly
lose the last shreds ot reputation it be should not tollov common practice
and amputate.

"Think wbat a tiM opportunity you have ot shoving ott,

Mr. Harrison, N he is told.

20

Although he has otten in the past done things

to sbov ott tor the sake of reputation, Harrison at last, when the rewards
for show would save reputation and failure to do so _an ruin, places himself

-

2OIbid.,

427.
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on the side of right and duty and truth.

Be

decides that, although the town

sees less skl11 in saving the hand than 1n neatly amputating it, the town may
not be seelng the truth) he will tell the patient the truth and recommend
medication instead.

Harrlson finally shows courage, avoids ostentation, and

,,!

lives tbe truth in his medical lite.
This one act at nourage

800ft

leads to another.

He tells Morgan he will

no longer follow all the talse little "professional" pretences and affected
manner1sms:

"I must talk 1n my own natural manner. n2l

This is followed by

i'l

jI!

1,1

another act of courageous

pUZ'fJui t

new medicine to save Sophy.

of truth when he recommends the dangerous

What 1s now the result of living the truth1

Just as all the earlier falsehood had been unhappiness as the consequences
eventually caught up with hlm,

80

now the decision to live and act the truth

bdngs Job, a happy family, friends, a prosperous practlce .- a happy ending.
Again in this story, the conflict is caused by fal ••hood, is removed by
living the truth.

So much does Dr. Harrison nov insist on living the truth

that he cannot even tell his brother this story in the third person, as if
he were describing someone else's life.

Be must switch to the first person.

22

Truth reigns supreme at lI1st.
~~N1~tts

Work, being a full-length story, offers a more lengthy

treatment at falsehood.

-

Although there are more strands of talsehood to be

21 lbid ., 440.

-

22lbid., 393. The narrator, Mr. Harrison, beglns in third person, then
abruptly decides that he must switch to first person.
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observed, however, it is actually not a& complex in deception of character
as is "Mr. Harrison's Contessions."

The plot is more obv1ous~ the characters

more transparent, and the falsehoods more direct and easily Hen.
The main difficulty in the life of Edward t-Jllk1na is that he bad been

over....ducated.

Edward was the "secret Joy and pride of his father's heart."

Th1s father's self-deception of pride bad led hill to send his son to the

best of schools, to schools usually attended only by the sons of the
neighborhood'$ impoverished noblemen.

"Mr.

education and tastes beyond hls posl tion. "

~.rllk.itl£

bad given his son an

The boy vas too fancy for the

vicar and the doctor, but cot of noble blood so that he could mix

~ith

the

aristocrats, before whom he nevertheless flaunted his superior wealth.
Edward took pleasure secretly in the power which his father's money gave
hill, buying a horse in five minutes over which the poorer gentry had haggled
for weeks.

It was by deception that Edward was introduced into thfl

lfarlstocrat1c" H&mley assembly; because old Wilkins insisted, Edward
presented by "one of the lesser gentry who was parent ot eight

f

t'l&8

tnuc k1e-

mootd' daughters, so bar<il1 likely to oppose much aristocratic l'ea1stanee"

to introducing him.

Thus propelled into social circles beyond his true

nature by wealth, opportune blackmail l and an education that cultivated him
beyond his calling, Ed.1lrd began to live a life unnatural for him, a life
that vas a deliberate self-deception and attempted deception of others as to
his true status.

The result is that the heirs ot the neighborhood call

Edward "an upstart behind his beek."

He 1s accepted for his superior money
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and wit, though really scorned by all. 23
Because he teels himself shunned, Wilk1ns makes even greater efforts to
atta1n superior rank, especIally after the death of his father, wife, and
younger daughter.

He begins to deceive himself more and IIOre into a dream

of his magnificence.

Although brilliant, be vill not educate his daughter

Ellinor himself because then he must scold his ido11z.d daughter at times.
He vants a falae front presented even to his own tamily.

her with an image of him as disciplinarian.

He will not bave

24

Finally, he buys an elaborate carriage and digB up a vague connection
in the distant past with a semi-aristocratic family.
squires, his employers

"For all this the

§e

vas the town lawyer, as had been his fatheil, only
25
laughed at him and did not treat him with one whit more respect."
Wilkins
takes to buying luxurious gems, clothes, furnishings, books, etc., when there

18 no need for them, and not even a use tor them -- sheer ostentation.

He

begins to drink more and more before he can hold a w1 tty conversat1on, for
wi thout the dr1nks' forgetfulness he bas become too .elf-conscious of the

diareprd 1n which h1s aha_ing ia held.
office affa1rs become tangled.

As be drinks and spends more, the

only by taking in the clerk Dunster aa a

2~lizabeth C. Gaskell, ! E!!:!. Hi$t's Work, 1n Cousin Phillis, etc.,
Dr. A. W. Ward, Introd., Knutsford Ed., New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons,

403-9.
24lb1d ., 414.

-

25lb1d., 422.
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partner can some order be kept.

As

Wilkins tries to drav more and more money

to pay off his ever-mounting debts and to meet his daughter's dowry, however,
financial and office affairs continue, understandably, to become more confused, as not even the systematic, orderly Dunster, faced vith such maneuver1ngs, can malte ends meet.
Dunster.

The obvious resu.lt is a series of arguments with

Finally, in a fit of drunken anger during an argument, Wil.ld.ns

strikes Dunster, who dies after hitting his head in falling.

The death

ot

Dunster, a central event in the story, is, therefore, a direct result of the
increasing deceptions of self and of others, of Wilkins' many years ot social
pretensions.

From the hidden death and concealment of the body of Dunster,

and indirectly therefore trom Wilkins' many pretensions, aeveral important
results tollow.
One

of the resu.lts of the death of Dunster and the hiding of his body

1s the decay of Wilkins himself.
had ever been before.

Be

Wilkins becomes even more Wlbappy than he

is more often drunk now, "to try and forget.',26

His drunken state, his nervous tension, his tear that the secret death and
burial vill be discovered by Corbet's probing questions lead Wilkins to
insult Corbet, !Uinor's fianoee.

Wilk1ns' pretensions lead eventually,

therefore, to the insulting of Corbet, and are thus partly responsible for
the ensuing break between BUinor and Corbet.
Corbet is the same sort of person, in a way, a8 Wilkins:
greedily using all meana to attain increased social atatu.s.

he too 1s
He vill do
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almost anything, or saorifioe

~ny

of his loves or any part of his person-

&llty, 1n order to build up the faoade of greatness.

Just as with Wilkins,

the result Is a person who hides muoh and deoeives with words that are half
truths.
Corbet delays in telling hie family or Mr. Wilkins of his proposed
marr1ap to Ellinor.

He was sure of' Wilkins' approval, but telling Wilkins

would de_nd telling his ow father also.

Thb would, "af'tltr all, have been

the proper and straightforward oourse to pursue with a girl of her
11111nor'i! age • .;zr He is too cowardly to faoe up to the truth immediately;
the delay w111 give him time to ohange his mind 1t neoessary.
When the engagement is at last made publio and permission bas been
BOught trom all involved, Corbet stl11 requests that it be not much spoken
about because he thought 1 t "might go against his character tor wisdom, it
the faot became known while he .......s )'8t only a student."

facade 1n this way before outsiders.
present a false appearance:

He _intalns his

Even to Wilkins and Elllnor, be must

he never tells them of his own family's

disapproval, which had been caused 1n turn by "touched up" tales told his
parents by one of Wilkins' noble ollents disgruntled at the lawyer's pretensions.

Nor will Corbet speak to Wilkins or to Ellinor about the required

dowry, one of' the main concerns to Mr. Corbet, Sr., and to Corbet himself;
the money should lend the affair some respeotabillty.

Thus, because of

Corbet's deoeits and conoealments, Bllinor remains unaware ot any obstacles
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to her marital happiness.

28

With a heart so set on social preeminence and vith luspicions of a
disastrous tuture disgrace awakened by the difficulties at home, by the d1sorderly conduct ot Wilkins, and by Ellinor's obv1oua concealment ot something
as regards Dunster, Corbet needs but little 1ncent1ve to break ott his
relationship with Ellinor.
Corbet himselt admits.

The insult trom Wilkins is merely a pretext, as

He adjusts his farewell letter "to say enough, ;yet

not too much." Although Wilk1ns' insult could still have been forgiven,
Corbet rationalizes, saying that so much pain has now already been given
llllinor that 1t is only as much to repair the vrongs as to sever relations
entirely.

Actually, Corbet has decided that this connection with the Wil1dns

family is not good tor his career.29
Just as Wilkins vas punished tor his pretensions by a morbidness drawing
over his lite,

80

too Corbet is punished tor his pursuit ot self at the

expense or his true teeling. by an unhappy _rrled lite.

Corbet bas given

death to his real nature and hil natural &ttectlons, especially to his love
tor El11nor, in order to soothe his ambitions. At the end or his life, however, lthe could not help wishing that the slaughtered creaturt! /Ji.i8 heart
and love, his natural seUJ laid on the shrine ot his ambition were alive
again ... 30

29Ibid., 511.

-

30 Ibid., 585.
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It would be well to pause here a moment to 8ummarize the contlict thu8
far in the story.

~"ilk1ns t

pretensions have led him to d1ssipate his char-

acter, 1ntelligence, and fortune.

Corbet t s amb! tions have led him to the

other extreme J he has so regimented himself' that he will allow nothing to
stand in the way of his rise in the world.

Both Wilkins and Corbet do away

with their natural selves to do honor to social pretensions.

Their desires

lead to Wilkins t squandering, Corbet '8 delaying publicity ot his engagement
until a person dissatisfied with Wilkins' pretensions can ensure that a large
dowry will be a necessary part of the marriage.

To obtain the dowry,

Wilkins eventually ktlls Dunster.

Thus, the falseness of Wilkins and Corbet,

combined with Ellinor's concealing

or the Dunster secret, lead to personal

unhappiness for Wilkins and Corbet, and to a broken engagement tor Elllnor.
How all thi8 affects Ellinor must now be examined.
Hi therto Ellinor and her father bad shared great happine8s in each

other's company.

Once Dunster is secretly burted, however, with that great

secret between them, "the unspoken comprehension

or

each other-. hidden

motions made their mutual presence a burdensome anxiety to each."

31

Wilkins

and Ellinor lose the best thing they had in 11te, their love for each other.
Too late, only after her father's death, does E1linor realize t}:\.at if' they

had been "frank and open" about the accident, their future course would have
been "simple and straightforward," a8 they would bave been able to strengthen

-

31Ibid., 473.
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each other.

Thus, the secret, first of all, poisons the smooth relat10nship

between Ellinor Rnd her father.
Then Elllnor finds that the secret has led to the collapse of her
marriage plans, as Corbet leaves.
lost.

Her personal rest and interior peace are

She is physically sick the very

afterwards.

ni~t

of the burial and for some time

ifuen she hears bel' father begin to tell other l1es and to act

falsely in little ways to hide their big secret, a mental sickness aleo
tightens its grasp on Ell1nor.

Mrs. Gaskell shows the reader Ellinor's

troubled state of mind with the following words:
EUtnoI' sickened et the words. She had been all
her life a truthful, plain-spoken girl. She held herself
high above deceit. Yet, here came the necessity for
deceit -- a snare Ipread about her. She bad not revolted
80 much from the deed wbich brought about unpremeditated
death, as she did from these vords of her father's. The
night before, in her mad fever of affright, she had
fancied that to conceal the body was all that would be
required; she had not looked forward. to the long, weary
course at stlllll 11es, to be done and said, involved. in
that one mistaken action. • •• It needed all the pity
called forth by such observation @ her father' s new
feeblenes!7 to quench Ellinor's paSSionate contempt tor
32
the course on which she and her father vere embarked • • • •
Even after she has recovered physically, Ellinor is still trying to
rationalize vi th her conscience, especially in the wake of Corbet's departure.
Ellinor promises God that she vill
act loyally and truthfully in her own personal life,
leaving the fut.ure • • • and all the terrible chances
involved in it. • • • in His bands if, indeed, (and

here came 1n the Tempter}, He would watch over ~e
whose life hereafter may seem based upon a lie. 33
The consequences of falsehood are not so easily escaped, however, no

matter how often Ellinor argues that she 1s acting only out of "filial
piety." Wilkins continues to compound the falsehood by giving others to
understand that the reason his affairs were 1n such disarray was that Dunster
had stolen much from the office.

34

Thus, it becomes more and more impossible

to reveal the truth, as the chain of deception begins to bind more and more
tightly day by day.

Ell1nor unhappily mopes away her life in a cottage.
night ••• cut her happiness short."
flSM

"The one terrible

She finds a few scraps of peace as

was being weaned these many years from self seeking 1n any shape, It the

selt seekIng that was at the root of her decept1ons. 35

Her falsehoods and

concealments have led Ellinor to a lonely life of unhappiness.
Even DiXon, the servant who bad assisted in the burial of Dunster, is
not forgotten} the consequences of the concealment catch up with him also.
He witnesses to the inevi tablli ty of retribution in his l1fe of fear:

"They

say blood will out; and, if it weren't for her ffill1nortil part in it, I
could wish for a clean breast before I die. 11

33Ibid ., 477.

35 Ib1d ., 578, 532.
- 4
36

34Ib1d., 478.

!2li,.. , 5 0.
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The end comes quickl1 nov, too quickly for all the complications

involved.

Although the atory 1s thereby greatly weakened, the over-simpliti-

cation of the ending spotlights clearly deceit as the _Jor issue in the
book, -'Wit as a study ot the cause of' the conflict shOW's that talseness is
the author's main concern.
When Dixon is on trial tor having murdered Dunster, whose body had
recently been discOYered, El11nor rushes home from a cont1nental holiday
which vaa to help her recover her sagging spiritae

She reveals the secret

to the judge, who just happens to be the unhappy Corbet.
about D::l.xou· s immediate d18missal from Jail.
truth to Livingstone, her other great source

The truth brings

When Ellinor contesses the

or unhappiness vanishes.

Livingstone still presBes to arry her, a request thrown aside many wasted
years betore when Ellinor had refused him bluntly em the morning atter the
burial ot Dunster.
The contrast should be made between the hed tat10ns 1n courtship

ot the

scheming Corbet and the directneso ot Mtnister Livingstone, who had requested
marr1age 111lD8diately atter talling in love with Ellinor.

He bad given a

"straighttorward explanation ot h1s present prospects and tuture hopes. tl
The final irony, however, is that he too bas had a share in making Ellinor

unhappy, just as bad Wilkins and Corbet and Elllnor herself'; unfortunately
Livingstone had concealed h1s visit of sympathy to see El11nor when she vas
111 because "she might not like 1t. n31 If Elllnor had known of his Visit

31Ibid., ~56, ~76·1.

-
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and of his faithful kindness, the two might have been brought together sooner.
Inlt~d,

Livingstone's secrecy coupled with Ellinor's many refusals to

unburden herself' to anyone, gives them both many ,ear8 of loneliness.
LiVingstone remains faithful, however, and this covers up at last for bis
fault.

Too late does El11nor tind out that her happiness for those many

years had lain in confidence with LiVingstone.
a twitch ot conscience for his own secrecy:
this years agol

He tells her, probably with

"How I wish I bad known of all

I could bave stood between you and so much. ,,38

But at last

truthtw.nes8 bas met its reward, deceit 1s atoned tor w1,th truth, and
Mr. and Mrs. Livingstone fade out into a life

or

happiness ever atter.

The falsehood in SZlviats Lovers, although more tragic, is again not

very complex.

SylVia • s problem 1s to decide which 01' her two lovers she

will llarry, Charlie Kinkaid or her Cousin Philip Hepburn.

Sylvia loves

Kinkaid passionately, and i8 secretly preparing to _rry him.

Yet moat

people object to a marriage ot Kinkaid and SylVia, for Kinkaid bas a reputation of' be1ng a "'false lover. It

Be had deceived Coulson '8 sister, and other

girls) no one, theretore, can suppose he will be true tc sylvia.39

His

falseness and irresponsibility in love have created the first ditficulties
to possible married happines8 tor him and SylVia.
Philip is bard-working and honest, with a good reputation in the town,
but when he is with SylVia, he 1s not himself.

There is alwaYB something

38Ibid., 589.

-

39El1zabeth C. Gaskell, S~V1a 's Lovers, Novels and Tales of Mrs.
Gaskell, vol. III, London, 311i ,nder, and Co., 1895, 207, 169, i9S'.

TI
st.rained and formal in his speech and actions when she 1s near.

Be will

never kl$s her or express his love too strongly, alt.hough without such
violence be vill never be able to win over the passionate nature of Sylvia.
Philip feels that to do so, however, would be bad manners, and "Philip knows
his msnners too well. ,,40 As a result ot being untrue t.o his feelings, of'
being unnatural, PhilIp is seldom able to evoke much sympathetic response
trom Sylvia.
Especially absurd is his insistence on educating Sylvifl, this stress
on intellect would Just make her talse to her passionate sel.!'.

She does

need control, she can never really fulfill berself until later she lellrns
cont.rol Bnd forgiveness.
Probably as

~

But

Sylvia can have no use for book learning.

subconscious countermeasure, Sylvia resorts to irresponsible

childish acts when in the viCinity of Philip.

His subtle insistence on

curbing her passions leads her to react in the opposite d1re'!tion.

She makes

selfish purchases, buys a cloak imprudently, shuns adVice, and bas tlowers
planted to "set off" the sau'38ges.

At times she will leave t.he room when
41
Philip 1s present, or remain there silent.
In tact, all her life until
the very end, Sylvia pouts this way as a result of Philip's actions.
can seldom act her true self to him, for in her

~action

She

against reason and

control 3ylvia not only seems to feign an unnatural amount of ehildishness,
but she actually does remain too much of' a child, never maturing, too

40ill.,2.., 84-5.
41Ib1d ., 82, 10, 12, 23, 76.

-

unaccustomed to the true control of selt, too anxious to avoid the dominating
controls of Philip, too aocustomed to the false independence of slavery to
42
passion, as the author points out later in the book.
Against this background of characters performing some slight deceptions,
the mJor event of t1:e novel occurs.
impressment gang.

Kinkaid is kidnapped by an admiralty

Philip, who had observed the fight and abduction of

KinkaId, does not tell SylVia of' Kinkaid's capture, nor does he relay to her
Kinkaid's request that she be true until he (Kinkaid) can return.

PhilIp

does not even tell 3ylvia later, when, suspecting something, ehe quest10ns
him directly about Kinkaid's d1sappearance. 43
Sylvia's nK1ther, who with her accurate intuitions might have

be~n

able

to help, is deceived about the real state 01' affairs as regards Sylvia and
Kin.'<aid:

Sylvia's :father had never told her of Kinkaid IS proposal, and

neither Philip nor. Sylvia tell her mother fully what is on their mnds or
44
exactly how they feel towards one another as time passes.
Thus unaware of
her daughter's true feelings and of all that complicates matters, Bell
becomes a

p~werful

force urging Sylvia to marry Philip.

FInally, convinced that Kinkaid has betrayed her as he had so many
others, Sylvia is almost blackmailed into

42 Ibid .,

365.
43Ibid ., 196-8, 333, 288-9.
44!2!,!., 206-8.

I~rrying

Philip, because Philip

19

has smotbered the family witb excesses of kindness, quite neeessary when
Dan, the fatber, ran afoul ot the law.

As a result of all the deception,

both of character and of external tacts, the mrriage is tar trom happy.

Philip continues to let bis 1I1nd. not see the trutb:

be continues to want

to possess 311'9'ia entirely, with no regard for bel' own rights as a person.
He is, thu., being untrue to bel' peraonaltt1.

bide trom her the trutb about IC1nkaid.

Further, he must continuously

Sylvia 1s now more than ever enslaved

to her childish passions aDd .elt-promoting whillS.

The result is constant

arguments, especially when Sylvia once d1scovers to herselt that her liking
for Ph11ip was nothing like love, but only a fleeting gratitude for tavors
done the tamily in 1ts t1me of need.
Uaing a not too subtle means ot exposing the conspiracies of concealmant, Mrs. Qa.skeU merely has the lost Kinkaid return home and tell all to
SylVia.

Atter a tinal argument, Philip joins the arcy aDd tries to work out

his repentance tighting in the holy land.

All be does in leaving, however,

is to run from the difticulties that he should have taced.

If he had faced

them bravely, Philip might more easlly have discovered the true self within
bill aDd bave purged hiruelt of h1a desires to possesa Sylvia entirely.
Meanwhile, Sylvia bas bad Hcond thoughts, and. a child, she decides she !DUst
be true to Philip, although she has not yet so tar conquered her passions as
to be able to forgive him.

She ls more convinced than ever that she !DUst be

true to Philip when she learns that Kinkaid has quickly wandered away agaln
and married, all thoughts ot Sylvia having easily vanished. 45
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Unfortunately for him and for a happy ending, Philip has practiced
another plece of concealment on leaving home:

he has changed his name and

has avoided tacing life truly by severing all communications with the p8at.

Thus, he can have no knowl.edgw of the changes oocw:-ring in Sylvia.
tinally returns home, quite poor.

He

He watches SylVia and the chIld, but does

not make himself known to her -- another

con~alment.

Sylvia herself has

concealed her new love, this time a true lave, tor Philip, which love baa
been grOWing bl t by bit during the yearlS ot separ&tion.

If she bad spoken

of this love to the friendly Hester, or if Philip bad declared himself
openly, perhaps even at this late date a reconciliation coud have taken
place, with a life ot happiness to :follow for all.
Philip.

A fatal illness attacks

Be 1s at last forgiven by SylVia on his deathbed, as he repents of

his own "~elf-8eeking lie. "46
Only at Philip's death do both SylVia and Philip give up their litetime
of deceptions that have prevented them

f~om

sharing joy.

SYlvia at last

give. up her chtldisbnea. and passions, learnIng forgiveness and humility.
She faces truth at last, lets her actions mirror her thoughts, _tures so
that her true personality can stand revealed.

She bas learned, as well,

that KinM,ld waa talse, and that Philip vas all along the one who waa
"tender and true, .. 47 at lea.t in his own possess1 va way.
given up his trying to

ke~p

Philip has

80

Sylvia for himself alone that he had not even

Iii!
I

46IbId., 344, 365, 429.

~.I'

47Ibid., 439.

I
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made himself known to her on his return.
11te's tempt1ng "thouchts

[pt

Dying, Philip sees and ad.m.l ts that

grandly pOGsessing Sylvia desp1te truth to her

own nature and the truth about K1nka1g were illusions, the arguments false

and hollow."

"In rrry lying heart I torgot to do to thee !JylV1i! as I would

have had thee do to me.

And I judged Kinkaid 1n my heart. ,,48

Philip's

strivings, thus, nre lies against the demands ot God and the true persona11ties ot others whom he tried to recast to his own tore-ordained image.
Philip, 11ke Sylvia, must alao learn to give and to accept torgiveness.
Happiness comes at last as the truth surrounds Philip's weepy end.

Falsehood

has caused the trouble J facing the truth bas brought a final tew I'DOIIl8nts

ot

peace.

In Ruth, the trouble begins W'hen Mrs. *son, w1th artiticial scrupulosity, thinks it wrong tor Ruth to keep company with Mr. Bell1ngbam, W'ho 1s at
first merely befriending the lonely orpban.

When Mrs. Mason snorts that she

does not want to see the girl's tace aDY more, Ruth takes the old W'omn
seriously.

49

Thus, a talse moral sense and a loose use ot words are Ruth's

first hint ot talsehood, soon to be a major difficulty in her lite.
Bellingham then proceeds to deceive Ruth, taking her away with him as
mistress instead of back to old Thomas, as he had prOmised Ruth. 50

Obviously

48
Ibid., 437, 435.

-

49

Elizabeth C. Gaskell, Ruth and other Tales, Novels and Tales
Gaskell, vol. VI, London, Sm1~Eider, and Co., 1893, 38-9.

5OIbid ., 43.

-

!:z Mrs.
-

BellIngham was not sincere with his aft3ctions either, since he is able to
leave her permanently with actually very little persuading and never bothers
to search tor her.
obstacle

1~

Ruth's first big embarrassment and her first major

life is, thus, the affair with Bellingham, brought on and con-

ducted by deceptions.
The second phase of her lite gets started in a similar manner.

The

Bensons agree to conceal the illegi t.imacy of IAonard, "a decision -- the
pivot on which the tate at years turned."
vas ashamed to admit Ruth to his house.

Benson did not conceal because he
He himself' was brave enough to 'tell

the truth, but he wanted to evade "the trials tor the child. ",51

Here 113 the

main falsehood of this story.
What results from deception this timc1

Benson's conscience 15 quite
:'I!

upset immediately.

People could notice that the Benson house gp.ve pleasure

because "everything is so above-board -- no shifts to conceal poverty under
flimsy ornament."

l~ow,

instead of this former unthinking trueness, Benson

finds that he often hesitates to act, even against the bribing electioneering, for he himself' had decided to "wade through evil" "that good eight come."
He now often does wrong through this sort of' excessive deliberation, when his

first instincts would have led him to do what is right.

Benson finds himself

unable to pWlish lAonard fa first childhood fault .- untruthfulness in malrlng
up stories, naturally -- because Sally charges that Benson, as a result of his

own decelt, can have no Jl1stification for so harshly condemning lying 1n the

boy.
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Benson especially vants to let Bradshaw know the trl1th when Ruth is

about to 'become the governness in that tamily.

Instead, rationalizing,

Benson allows the Ue to roll on, and his coosclence loaes much of its
tormer serene peace.

later, after all had been exposed, Benson remarks:

"1 have got • • • aorbid just in consequence at the sophistry by which 1
persuaded myseU' that wrong could be right."

Benson il tlnally forced to

remark to Bradshaw:
Nothing you can say can I1pbrald me Uke my own consclence J
no degradation you can inflict, by word, or deed, can
come up to the degradation 1 bave suttered for years, at
being a party to deceit, even for a good end.,3

His sister, Faith Benson, also finds it a bit more difficult now to be
completely good.

Benson becomes quite angry with her for weaving a web of

11es about Ruth's background, but be agrees that it they are to 11e at all,
they must make it a good lie, even l t that involves further concea11ng and
deceits.

When Faith remarks that she finds it uncomfortable being Itfettered"

nov by the trl1th, Benson forbids any adding to the 11e, and he bemoans the
"apparent necessity tor talsehood.

n54

Besides the effect on the happiness and characters of the Bensons,
however, the deceit about Ruth's past has quite serious external effects also

52

53
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-

Ibid., 178-9, 140-5_
Ibid., 252, 138 , 242.

4

Ibid .,

Note Brown's similar morbidness, above, p.

104-5 for this whole paragraph.
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when it is at last made public.
Ruth a hypocrite.

Bradshaw 1s enraged 'because he considera
Ruth 18 in such a state ot

He discharges her in disgrace.

shock soon that she wants to run away and hide.

The Bradsbaw tamily, richest

parishioners, no longer come to Benson's churoh.
between the two families seems at an end.

All the close friendship

Ruth is seriously sick.

is Sick, frail, afraid to show his face to the world.
have suddenly taken their heavy toll.

Leonard

The years of deceit

All have now seen proof that "all

deeds, however hidden and long passed by, have their eternal conseQuences. n55
The strange feature about this retribution meted out to Ruth and the

Bensons, however, is that the avenging Bradshaw family is itself scarred with
some deceit.

This is why Mrs. Gaskell could not have ended the story at this

point, as it the Bradshaws were to escape punishment.
Bradshaw, who bas always set hi.self forth
18 a bit

or

a hypocr1 te.

8S

a pillar ot righteousness,

By h1s unnatural sanctimonious strictures, Bradshaw

forces his children and wite to 11ft 11es, otten changing occupations and
speech when he is near.

reasons.

m8 very firmnes8 ot "principle'· is talse -- tor two

First, it 1a not tounded on justice but on stubbornness, for

Benson notes that he could not
truth. ,,56

Secondly, Bradabaw's firmness is talse because it ia not really

f1rmJ it 1s not consiatent.
interest.

It can be eroded under the pressure

or .elf.

This is shown in Bradahaw's conduct during the election, when he

55~., 21B, 235f't.

56

au Bradshaw's "obstinate mind receive the

-Ibid., 245.

is ready to stoop to bribery.

Instead of being true t.o the b1gh ideals he

had always trumpeted forth, lh'adshaw succumbs to the argument that "they who
would succeed even In good deeds, must come down to the level ot expediency."
Be wants to get a Liberal elected because the law 1s tl1led wl th "underhand

action" and tldead obsolete worda."

To get rid

at this decel t In the law,

Bradshaw is untrue to his protessed princ1ples and stoops to brlbery, even
while his candidate Donne Is loudly avowing tram the hustlngs that he tlmoat
decidedly dlsapproveliJ ot bribery."

So aware 1s Bradshaw ot his evil that

he even absents himselt trom church during the campaign becauae he ls unable

to tace "the Christ.ian standard -- that diVine test ot the true and the
pure."

He accepts bribery "disguised by names and words" so he wl11 not

have to consider it. a sin, but it 1s still selt-deception. 51

tions, Bradshaw, the avenger, also receives punishment:

For his decep-

his long painful

separation from Benson and, espeCially, the discovery that his "model" son
is guilty at another type at decept.lon, forgery.
Jemima, a Victim of the talse strict.ness of her tatber, and one

or the

instrument.s by vh1ch Ruth's sin 1. exposed, 1s also guilty at deceit.

She

does not like the taleeness involved in the way she and her mother must
change their employment trequently when Bradshaw enters the room, yet she
1s not true to her conviction that this change at occupation 1s wrong.

She

has not Jet learued to follow her own Ideas of right and wrong) in tact, her

own impulslve nat.ure, somewhat similar to that or Sylvia in the previous

-

57Ib1d ., 117-183.
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story, vas
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anxious to aVoid parental rebuke by presenting a pleasing

exterior despite her true inner drives that she finds it "savored to her a
little of dece1t 11 itself.

After discovering her tather's "_nagement awry-

where" Ceven as regards getttng Ruth to promote Farquhar), Je1llima resolves
to be false to her heart.

Often rude to hIm, &r!Uing, or not speaking, she

conceals her love for Farquhar behtnd an apparent contempt.

Driven by her

father's "manoeuvering in the simplest act1ons, and • • • miserable in this
constant state of' suspicion," at last even quite mentally ill, Jem1_
deceives herself, trying to put on a personality she does not feel. 58
Je1l1_ comes to despise untruth only af'ter 1t 1s too late.

She has

already, in an ingenious way, torced the gossipy dress_ker to blare Ruth' 8
secret allover town.

In her cunning way, Jemima pretends to _ke the dress-

..ker conceal the secret, thus inaurins that the news would travel more
quickly than if' she had bribed the

WOGan. 59

Je1l.11_ s11nks around tor a

while longer, trying to tind somethtng talse in all the actions of Ruth,
whom she is nov secretly observ1ng constantly.

Evidently IDOVed by the good

example of' Ruth and purlf'ied trOll her deceits by the long period or lonely
suttering, Jemima is ready at last to stand by Ruth dl1ring Bradshaw's
accusations and to become apin Ruth' 8 best friend.
Thua, both Je1l.11_, the instrument by which Ruth's secret becomes public,
and Bradsbaw, the chief agent of' external vengeance, are guIlty t.hemselws.

-

58Ibide , 147, 167.

-

59Ib1d ., 224.
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It is their deeeits, 1n fact, that have lead them -- Jemima in Jealousy,
Bradshaw 1n self-righteous condemnations -- to become the means of punishment
for Ruth.

This realization lights up with sharp irony the author's lesson

about the aagnitude

or falsehood in life.

Just when it seems that the _in problems have been settled and all
secreta revealed, the novel launches Ruth into the third phase ot her life,
her career as a public servant.

Why does Mrs. Gaskell put Ruth in this

position aa nurse and friend to all those troubled!

A clue 1s given much

earlier in the novel, when Sally speaks to Ruth to persuade Ruth not to loll
around the bouse doi06 her duties sadly.

sally points out that man mat

fulfill hi...l t by doing his duties in the station to which God has called

him, not with the sighs and moanings of useless rebellion against God' s
will, but with vigor as befits a person becoming himself.

sally warns Ruth

that duty must be done not with a "selt-seeking spirit which either leads us
to neglect it /J.util to follow out

80me

deviee of our own for our own ends,

or to give up too IRUch time and thought to it before and atter dOing.ll60
sally's advice haa an immediate and lasting effect on Ruth, who thereafter
recognizes her faults humbly, sets about her duties with new bold zest, and
begins the _turing regeneration wherein she finally finds her true self.
Ruth becomes the equal of any "lady" in the land, Mrs. Gaskell notesJ she
learns the connection between doing what one ought and Truth.

LiVing the

truth, being truly the person you were meant to be as duty directs, 1s

60

-

Ibid., 1.23.

,'I,ll
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actually what is meant by being good and dolng duty.

Ruth finds that

"everything does minister to love when its foundation lies deep in a true
uvar t • "61

t.._

Although she still shrinks from letting others know her secret, Ruth-s
character, chastened and pWl1shed by many hardsbips and disgraces already
endured, 1s preparing itself to live only for the truth, to be entirely
true to bel" own inDer nature .... which for Ruth means diffusing loving care
on all with whom she works.

Ruth vill not now avoid meeting her tormer

lover because "subterfuges and contrivances • • • are falae and cowardly."
She tells Donne ('Bellingham) on the beach:
blench trom the truth."

"Whatever comes, I will not

Ruth now sees that "truth and goodness are one and

the same," and she strive. to be true in being good.

62

Atter the revelation of her secret, Ruth must put into practice this
doctrine of' being true to her nature as

&

slave of' duty in helping others.

While she at first thinks of' running away, fleeing from life and herself,
Benson persuades her to stay, uaing as one argument her duty to Leonard.
Al.so be reminds her that they have all done enough hiding, concealing,
running; now they l'!lt18t "stand firm on the truth," whatever the coat. 63

More

important, she voluntarily puts her doctrine to a practical test, faithfully

61

62
63
-

Ibid.,

145-6.

Ibid ., 192, 206, 198.

Ibid .,

248.

nursing the poor and the Sick ot the whole town during the plague.
goodness 1s her true self.

Her

For tacing her own inner nature and thus exposlng

its heroism, Ruth at last recel ves the happiness she had so long sought
'Vainly in concealment:

the town publicly praises her and beaps advantages

otherwise unattainable on Leonard.

It bas been worthwhile tor Ruth to live

the truth, to be her true self, even though this eventually means the tinal
pang

of death in being true to her vocation, nursing the tevered Bellingham-

Donne.

The end of the book shows Ruth being rushed, as a result of this

tinal heroism, into an even greater happiness in heaven) she has had the
moral courage to be true.
now and happy.

The Bensons, Bradsbaws, Jell1_ -- aU are refol'll8d

Only Bellingham, atill deceiVing at the end with the thought

that IIOney is all, is unwanted.

Once more truth triumphs.

Various torms of deception are again present in Cousin Phillie.

MOst

important 1s the deception ot Holdsworth whose love to Phillis bas been a
lie.

'l'b1s is wbat starts the trouble in the story.

Although he never

verbally expressed to others his love, he has, as Betty notes, made love
"with bands and eyes. U

He then torgets Phillis and manies another 1n

canada. This love affair, and indeed Holdsworth's whole character, is a
living lie.

He bas been suspected by the usually honest and keen Holman trOll

the start.
Holdsworth looks toreign, not dressing his hair as a true Englishman
should.

He has a Itround..a.bout" way ot speaking, a "tone of badinage"J he

finds it a wholesome experience when he tries for a change to make his words
represent his thoughts, instead of merely loold.ng tor their apparent ettect
on others.

When visiting the Holman house, Holdsworth does not draw honest,

90

useful drawings like Mr. Manning; rather he draws vain, pretty 8C6nes.
Unlike Mr. Manning, who 1nvents and works because 1t 1s his pleasure, duty,
and d1gni ty, Holdsworth gives up all, even his supposed beloved, for money
and reputation.

Holma.n 1& restless wen Holdsworth 18 around because
64
Holdsworth takes all trom the1r duties and seriousness,
because he is "like

dram-drinking, tI and because Holdsworth i8 not always "sober and truthful. ,,65
Holdsworth may be considered a living lie, especially in contrast to the
truthfulness uaual in Holman, and it is the deception ot Holdsworth that is
the beginning of all the trouble that follows in the story.

There are other decept10ns and concealments, however, which, 1t not as
obViously important as Holdsworth' s at first glance, are perhaps

IRON

danproua because more subtle, and which are also necessary tor the disaster
to which the plot works itself out.

Paul 1s not truthful even in introducing

Holdsworth, as he does so in order to impress.

Paul conceals Phillis' love

froltl the Minister and conceala from Holdsworth the tact that he has declared

64Mra • Gaskell makes repeated use of the idea of work as fitting in
closely with truth. '!'be lying Holdsworth does not work either Paul or himself too much, leaving much time for leisure, as Paul discovers when a new
master takes over control. Someone like Holman, however, finds his best rest
in merely changing work. Honest work, 1s, therefore, an aspect of honest
living, being your true self, and is opposed to deceitful living and little
work or "eye-service" work. Note 1n this regard that all work "honestly"
through Phillis' illness, even though the Minister cannot check on them.
(All reterences here are from Cousin Phil11s, 66-7, 81, 102). There is an
obvious parallel here wi th the tlnal part ot Ruth.

-

65Elizabeth C. Oe.skell, Cousin PhiUis, etc., Dr. A. W. Ward Introd.,
Knutsford Ed., 1906, 88J 49) 47J 51, 57. 51, 53, 64J 53, 791 58.
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his f'r1end's love for Phillis and tbat Phillis baa reciprocated love.

Later,

when Phillls is sick, Paul thinks over his past course of action and decides
what to do for the future:
What vas I to do or to say? I wanted to Justify Holdsworth, to keep Phillis' secret, and to paoify the woman
all in the same breath. I did not take the best course,

I'. afraid ••••
WelU don 't let us show her we guess that she is
grieving, she'll get over it the sooner. Her father
and mother don't even guess at it, and we must make
as if~ didn't. Itts too late now to do anything
else.
These ooncealments by Paul prevent any meeting of the mnde and clearing of
the air.

Misunderstandings mount.

Phillis herself conceals the love affair

from everyone; she hides letters, words spoken by Holdsworth, the giVing of
flowers to Holdsworth, bll1shes, paintings. 61 '!'hen with self.pity, the
delusion of self"s grandeur and su.periority which should not have to Ilndergo
trooble, Phillis oompounds her misery and becomes truly dck.
Finally, there is Mr. Holman deceiving himself, and in a most u.nusual
way, although there is some similarity between his oonduct and that of
Bradshaw in the previous story.

68

"pride of his own conceit"

Tbe Minister deludes himself with the

into thinking that he and his prOVision are the

best for Phillis, and that she would be absurd ever to change or to think

66

-Ibid., 88-9.

-

67lb1d ., 60.
68

!2!!.,

101, where Holmn adlDi ts this in the case

ot old '!1.m Cooper.

of doing for herself.

69 This all-controlling self-delusion of the Minister

keeps Phillie in perpetual childhood, makes him always view her as a child.
That Phillis 1s not independent, still cons1dered a child, 1s shown by her
still wearing the pinafore, by ber retreat1ng from reality to the children's
woodpile, by her self-pitying avoidance of work and responsib1lity in a time
of emot10nal struggle, by the conquest of pasdon over reason, and. by the
MinIster'. whole attitude towards her.

10 Instead of always considering her

a Child, the father should have been able to s" her womanly plIght and to
give her warnIng.
Usually the Minister was sympathetIc to each 1ndiv1dual person; he
respected each separate personality.

This att1tude gave him access to the

secrets of most hearts and allowed h1m to do mucb good for thole suttering.
He always saw, for example, when hIs wite was even slightly troubled.

But

becauae he puts his relationship to PhillIs on a false footIng pretendIng
that he i8 more and she 1s less than they really are} because he still
treats his daughter as an I.lnKnowing child, Holman helps bring about the
great tragedy.

Betty points thIs out, after Paul had asked her:

"And she

{!hiUIi!ls so young} do you suppose her parents would not have seen it
~llis' loye tor HoldswortE7t"

Betty answers with the frank voice 01'

common sense:

69"Did we not make you happy beret Have we not loved you enough' • • •
left us for a stranger and wandering • • • If (Phillis, 99-100).

10 Ibid., 9, 13, for references to the first two specific items; the

-

others are general, and need no particular reference.
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Welll it you ax me that, I'll say out boldly, "no. II
They've called her "the child" so long -- "the child"
is always their name for her when they talk on her
between themselves, as if never anybody else had a
ewe-lamb before them -- that she's grown up to be 8
woman before their very eyes, and they look on her
still a8 if she were still in her long-clothes. And
you ne ter heard on 8 man falling 1n love vi' a babby
in 10ng-clothes!71
Thus, because of his retusal to admit that Phillis is no longer a child,
because

or

confidence.

his restraining her due independence, Holan is robbed of Phillis'
If he bad known Phillis' feelings, the Minister with his sharp

tntu! tiona might have been able to warn and protect her against the mietrusted Holdsworth.
The deception ot Holdsworth, the concealments ot Paul and Phillis, the

self-pitying delusions ot Phill1s, the delUSions ot grandeur of the M:1.nistftr
leading hill to stifle Phillis' independence and her confidence _. thltH are
the difficulties that are at the center ot the conflict ot Cousin Phillis.
The conflict in Wives ~ DIIlU:J%hters 1s a struggle for peace within the

Gibson and lfamley families.
novel, as 1n Col1sin Phillis.

Mrs. a.skell has grown more sl1btle in this
The deceits and their cures are IIlQre inherent

in the characters of the people and ot society, rather than 1n external
actions committed.
The new Mrs. Gibson, "Clare, tt by reason of' her hypocritical, statl18-

grasping nature, is a prime disturber ot tbe peace.

There are many slI&ll

details in the book which show her putting on a talae front.

Mrs. Gibson
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18 constantly \.forried about pointless social appearances based upon mere
custom rather than on the true worth of the individual.

To attain high

station she is willing to go through all these petty little social deceits.
Clare buys good outer clothing, more expensive than she can really
atford, for show; but she has so little money left that she must wear rags
underneath, where no one can see.

She buys grays because they give a lady-

like appearance while beIng economical.

She puts herself on friendly relB.-

tione with the over-cultured Osbourne Hamley by telling him of plays and
night lite she has never actually experienced.

She sops up the attentions

of' the aristocratic for herself, even concealIng Harriet's "hello" trom
Molly.

Although she frowns on Roger Hamley because he 18 not the first born

to inherit the pomp of a title, she speaks to him in her "sweet false tone."
Roger 18 dressed down for being so impolite as to visit in the morning, but
the rules of domestic morality can be relaxed tor the morning Visit of the
peerts wife} Lady Cumnor can Visit Mrs. Gibson anytime.

Later, atter over-

hearing a medical secret about Osbourne's ill health and possible death,
Mrs. Gibson quickly douses her dislike of Roger, who then would be In line
for the Hamley name and wealth. 72
Mrs. Gibson dislikes Dr. Nicholls because he sees through her false
"genteel appetite."

\1hen Lady Harriet visits, Clare prepares an extravagant

lunch beyond her means and usual bab1 ts J she wants to give the impression of a
lunch of "simple elegance, It lookIng impromptu, as if no spe'!ial pl"eparations

II
,
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had been made and this sort ot meal was the usual thing for her.

So much

does she deal in duplicity herselt that she cannot even believe the impeccable Dr. Gibson is telling the truth when he requests her not to manoeuver
behind the scenes in marr1age plans for Molly, as she had done in so sly and
irritating a way for Cynthia. 73
In her concern w1 th gentIlIty and the appearance ot proper manners
betitting elegance and high rank to which she aspires (false to her true
crude nature and birth), Clare complains about many absurd little unimportant
things.

Cheese is too coarse} Dr. G1bson should eat an elegant omelette,

even if that means being talae to his tastes and desires.
habit of whistling when haPPYJ this 1s "lov."

She frowns on his

She thinks the HoUingf'ord

people rather comon, although sbe is contInually ingrat1ating herself with
them.

Aping the manners of the aristocracy, Mrs. G1bson plots away to

"bring out It Molly and Cynthia at the Easter ball, where the girls are
1nstructed to dance only with gentlefolk.

When visiting, Mrs. GIbson sends

away the food untasted, lest the Cumnors and the duchess think ber so poorly
off that she is using 1t as her dinner in the middle ot the day.

Since she

also considers it vulgar to overeat anywhere, the Gibsons are often neglected around the town for tea inv1tatlons.
duchess without diamonds.

She considers all proverbs vulgar, especially

ones that tell a nasty truth.

-

Mrs. Gibson cannot appreciate a

73 Ibid., 293, 322, 3u.r::.
t:,...

Molly must never use such vulgar expressions,

as refinement consists in never th1nking a vulgar commonplace thing like
proverbs and id1omS. 74
While never bothering to coneeal all this sham from her family,
Mrs. Gibson can proclaim in a Il1000

told a white 11e.

or righteousness that she

bas never even

With the greatest aplomb she can complain about CynthIa,

whose questions bare the "truths and falsehoods of polite life."
intone in pious anger at the dallying of the married Osbourne:
one th1ng that revolts me, it 1s duplicity.n75

ot s'ta'ture ...seeking lies, perhaps the most
any of Mrs. Gaskell's creations.

"If' there 1.

Mrs. Gibson is a living mass

fully covered with deception of

Clare 1s a thorn of didcord d1ett1rb1ng the

previously smooth life of honest Molly and Dr. Gibson.
fied, Clare can find 11 ttle peace.

She can

With them dissatis-

Conscience t ot course, can never let

her be at rest in her continual quest to be more than she really is.

And

finally, others, especially CynthIa and the truly aristocratic, see through
Clare's petty plotting; few in town, even among the poorest and lowest, have
much regard for her, despite all her efforts.
The falseness of her mother is one

ot the things that

so 1II0ody, so unhappy, and false 1n her own way.

make~

Cynth1a

Cynthia considers herself'

never bound to be truthful, feeling that only by playing her own game,
hidIng concealed in the dhadows ot events, can she shake ott the cloak of

14IbId., 113, 356, 208, 211 and 259, 248, 398, 262, 281, 580.

15Ib1d., 323f., 424, 511.
-
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her mother's all-conaum1ng hypocritical control.

Cynthia always keeps her

inner thoughts to herself and tries to mask her inner preoccupation with
pretending to read or to be busy with something.
hers have not _de her happy.
private trouble.

The.e hidden lone ways of

Cynthia denies to Molly that ahe has any

Neither '1111 she find help 1n her unrest by confiding in

Dr. Gibson) she respects him too much to have him lower his opinion of' her

by knowing the truth.

Later she even begins equi vacating with him when the

doctor finds himself' sympathetically puzzled and displeased by Cynthia's
pronounced habl tual air ot mystery and concealment.

Cynthia pledges herself

to Roger without really loving hill, and she asks her mother and Roger to
keep the engagement a secret.

Old Squire Hamley especially must not know

ot the engagement, for he would probably be so blunt that he would condemn
the arrangement as false, based on characters th8t are incompatible.

The

real reason, however, why Cynthia must insist on having the engagement a
secret is that she bas already promised herself to Preston.

76

Yet tor all her own untruthfulness, Cynthia is, as Mrs. Geskell points
out, Uke an emulsion to disguise bitter medicine: untruthtul Mrself, she

w111 accept other people only it they are strictly willing to live the
truth ot their own personallties.
likes Osbourne Hamley

f'o~

ThU8, she distrusts her mother and dis-

wrapping and hiding f'alse tlattery 1n many wordS)

but she Ukes the straightto~rd Dr. Glbson and the honest Molly.77

76~., 198, 269, 266, 281, 422, 375 and 383, 340, 350-1, 418.

-

77Ibid., 281, 295.

Cynthia is unhappy and troubled in her duplicity.

Yet she has this

spark. of truth within her to _ke her dislike others who act falsely.
Finally, to gain relief, Cynthia confides in It>lly about Preston.

She

decides on the way of openness, whlch will free her from trouble in the end.
She does not at first, however, tell Molly all, and she pledges Molly to
secrecy.

She has not yet learned to be completely open.

secrecy almost ruin Molly.

The de_nds of

later the revelation ot all secrets will make

them both free.
Molly has all her life been qui 'tie happy.
truthtulness.

Her happiness is due to her

Straiahtforward Countess Cumnor notices this wben Molly 1s

only a childJ she likes Molly's open speech.

Harriet finds Molly "true and

Simple," not using any false _nners and airs, a person who always tells tbe
Molly finds distasteful the Brownings' way of saying fta little bird
78
told us," instead of openly naming their informant.
truth.

The only time sorrow COMS to Molly is the brief period of dabbUng 1n

concealments.

She does not tell her father of her displeasure in his coadng

lIIIllrriageJ instead she goes to a hidden garden to cry in secret, running away
from Ufe briefly.

All winter following the marriage she is unhappy because

of a burden she will not tace ... that her father is unhappy with his new
wife.

Molly agrees to undertake clearing Cynthia from the grasp of

Preston _. but in secret, tor the good end of not disturbing Roger. 79

78Ibid., 116, 144, 264, 399.

-

-

79Ib1d., 100, 370, 422.
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Because of the secret meetings with Preston, Molly only has more worry.

Her

reputat10n around the town 1s so damaged that even her father doubts for a
few br1ef minutes, and ber close friends, the Brown1ngs, are scandalized.
Molly cannot clear herself because she has pledged secrecy to Cynthia.

Another person guilty or deceit is old Squire Baml.ey and his son
Osbourne.

The son bas hidden his marriage to a lowly Fl...nchwoman because

this would enrage the father.
because

Osbourne must continually mope and seek money

or his concern for the w1fe and child.

'!'he squire, on the other

band, hides h1s love for Osbourne behind a mask of scorn, trying to spur the
boy to live up to the paternal high hopes.

Thus, the Squ1re has set up a

false 1_8'1 on which be wanta his son to pattern hi.eli} the Squire bas
talutn on the traits of the compulsive parents observed in previous stories.
Squire Hamley's prejudices, false assumptions against Catholics, foreigners,
"low" people, and the like, merely aggravate the Situation, as he falsely
gropes for past pretended family glories.

M.1tual pride keeps both apart.

!be father h&s a talse pattern to which all must conform} the son has concealed his true present state which makes 1t impossible tor him ever to till
the tather's hopes.

The result is an unhappy tension.

All the sources of trouble 1n this book, therefore, are in some way
connocted with falsehood.

Clare is trying to appear what she is not.

Cynthia and Osbourne do likewise in attempts to evade excessive, personalitykilling control.
family.

Squire Hamley tries to tashion

EYen Molly is on the verge

pretence by apparent neoessity.

or

8

false tront for his whole

being trapped into the ways of
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What is the nolution1

It is the usual Mrs. Gaskell solution.

Perhaps

1t would have been more subtle and sharply drawn 1f the author bad lived to
finish the work entirely in her own way.

Reverse all this deceit, is the

::ee yourself. Cynthia learns that she does not have to bave herself

answer.

judged by either Mr. Gibson's or Roger's high standards.

80

She does not

have to pretend to be what others think she must be, but only what she
herself sees as correct.

She becomes truly independent as soon as she learns

to 11ve according to her own lights.

The t3quire and Osbourne bl.ll'Y differ-

enoes once the presence of wife and child at Osbourne's sickbed force them
to face the truth and to cease trying to remake each other'" character.

Mr".

Gibson never learns much, but she at least simmers down for a while

enough to allow a happY' ending.

We see the lesson we must learn from her in

the way all her plans have gone awry.

t4ben Molly's concealments are brought

to light and all the truth is confessed, Molly reverts to her old trutht"ulnesl' easily, and finds herself in the poe! tion she bad secretly wanted for
so long, yet denied in selt-deceitJ she is wife of Roger, to whom she truly
belongs with her sympathetic, kindly I truthful nature.
It 18 then foo.nd that the vatter of Molly's guilt 1s

80

complex that

it i8 difficult to Judge her, tor her dealings with Preston have both an
external and an internal truth. 81

Molly, like Ruth, was trying all along

80Ibid., 497.

-

-

81Ibid., 468) other references in this paragraph, respectively, 4TI,
118, 1.20.
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to be true to her

own inner laws -- to love and help others all she could.

Thus, 1n a way Molly is truer than the others 1n the book, because they are
all trying to remake themselves and others into someth1ng alien.
points out, in the end Molly stands as "truth itself. II

As Harriet

All along It)lly bas

consciously tried to think ot others and to do tor others without giving up
her own individuality, her true desires, the th1ngs <as Mrs. Gaskell notes)
that aaka her herself.

Molly notes to herself that she never could stand

the talse piety tbat deaands "killing" of' self;

82

true piety is to be ODeself

Throughout the story Lady Harriet is the one who in her periodic appearances trie. to 1nject this 1dea ot true living into the others.

In this

oftice, Harriet warns Molly of the important thing in lite, as tar as this
story is concerned:

whether in word or act1on, says Harriet, "'!"ell the

83

truth, now and evermore."

once again, talseness to their

true natures had

brought trouble to the characters of this storyJ the truth seta them free.
'!'he min purpose

or

the preceding analyses has been to prove that in a

random selection of novels and short stories Mrs. Gaskell stresses this as
her theme:

man should 11va the truth and avoid deceptions.

A careful study

of' the details of' each story prove. in the following two ways that such is

,
"

,1'1'

constantly Mrs. Gaskell's theme:

tal.seness

or

some kind is the reason for

I,,!il
"

I~

i,'1,1

the conflict, the main trouble, in each story.

Falseness always causes

,

,. ,'

~

. 1

.

"

1:;1'

!.:I.,

"

82Ibid., 468,

-

8311>1d., 145.

4'n,

118, l2O.
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unhappiness and major unrest.

As

soon as the falseness is replaced With

truth, the difficulties vanish and happiness appears.

Secondly, Mrs. Gaskell

stresses as theme the necessity tor living the truth by using this idea as
the prinCiple of selection tor what goes into each story.

Qualities ot

characters' personalities, types ot incidents described, even the repeated
choice of such Words as "true" and "talae ll applied to unliltftly situations -all have a basic concern with truth and talsehood.

Since this relationship

i8 expre.sed and emphasized bl repetition of types of character, inCident,
detail, more than can be accounted tor by coincidence in descriptions of the
real world, the reader must suppose that Mrs. Gaskell baa selected such
details, perhaps subconsCiOUsly, in order to further the purpoAe she had 1n
wri ting, in order to emphasize what all these details have in common ...... the
necessity tor liT1ng the truth.
Mrs. Ga.sltell obviously
theme of hers.

WMa

_ny difterent ways to illustrate this

The analyses in this ehapter reveal that she sees many dif.

terent types of ways in which a person may deal in untruths, even though
her cbaracters seldom are tound. telling direct u.es.

Four prinCipal eate ..

gories ot talsehood my 'be tound in these works ot Mrs. Ga.8kell.
The tirat is concealment of tacts.

his real ident!ty in "CUrious it True."

The narrator, tor example, coneeal.

Facts of the robbery,

or

the

tather's torgery, and ot the httaband's and wife's knowledge ot the situation
are concealed 1n "Right at Last." Mr. Harrison conceals youthful pranksJ
ElUnor and Wilkins conceal runsterts deathJ Ruth's past crime is not told;
Phillis' PUPPl'-love actions are not told ot; K1nkaid' 8 love declarations
and capture are not made lmown} Qabourne's rite and child are hidden all&1J
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Molly and Cynthia bave concealed dealings with Preston.
Secondl.y, there is the deceit involved in attempting to present to the
world a talse personality, a facade which 1s not one's real cbaracter.

Thus,

Corbet and Wilkins attempt too high a respectability, Mr. Harrison enslaves
himself' to petty soc181 conventions, Philip is pedantlc in the preaen.ce of

Sylvia, Bradshaw rants with Puritanical strictness )'8t allows bribery,
Jemi. pretends coldness to lover Farquhar, Phillis stitles her love, and
almost everyone in Wives
soc1&l contormity of Mrs.

2

Iayhters puts up pretence, either by the empty

Gibs~

and Osbourne and the town's ladies, by the

unnaturally abrupt and inconsistent breaking of social custom by Cynthia and
Squire Haml.e;y.
Beside.

the..

types as well.

two _in. categories

or

talsehoods, there are tvo minor

There is the concealmrtnt of true feelioas, as, Sylvia's tor

Kinkaid, RUinor's tor Livingstone, HarriSon's for Sophy, Corbet's tor
Ellinor, Phillis' for Holdsworth, Jemima '8 for Farquhar, and )t)lly Gibson's

tor Roger Hamley. 'l'bese people try to delude thell8elvea at least briefly
into a talae and unrealistiC relationship with the lover - either overconcern or apparent unconcern.

Finally, there are some cases of self-

deception where people blind the.elves, almost unconsciously, to facts they
should haft k.novn and used in dealing with their lives.

Wilkin., for

example, tlaunts his social pretensions with its drinking and financial
problem. J Corbet nurses dreams of greatness J Bradshaw boasts of righteousness in tyranny and briberyJ Mrs. Gibson, Mr. Harrison, and Holdsworth all
crave public acclalm, Cynthia and Osbourne try to follow patterns of conduct
beyond their abilitIes} Philip, Rl1th, and Molly Gibson br1efly try to run
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away from responsibilities.

The most common instance ot this category,

h~w

ever, is the parent, tightly controlling all actions, refusing to admit that

hie children have matured and must be allowed to live their own liveso

This

proud, exaggerated sense ot self-importance leads thlt parent (or lover) to
torce the children to become a slave to some impossible ideal that the

parent hopes the child may reach, even though it may demand destruction of
the child's nature and inability of the child to live his awn sacred life.
Examples of this occur in the lives of BradshaW', Minister Holman, Dr. Morgan
(\lith Mr. Harrison), Philip (\11th Sylvia), Wil.kins, and Mrs. Giboon.
Finally, Just the reverse of this last idea, there are a few children, like
Sylv1a, Jemm briefly, Phillis, and Cynthia, who rea1n sJ.ave3 of passion
instead of exerting their willa to mature like Ruth to a reaooned and willed
untold1nl ot 'their true nature a

otten such children are only partially to

bl.alDe, however, because they are usually stunted by a nearby controllinr:

parent or friend.
These last two ttminortt categories are not thought by the present author
to be as important as the first two because these last two

ca'~eories

raesh

wi th the important "false per30nal1 ty" category I into which these two

eventually loae thenaelves.
as regards one's

~~l

Concealment of true feelings and self-deception

true personality and role in l1fe are actually two of

the moat important reasons for attempting to vreeent a false appearance to
the world -- along with and eomvle.n+..ary to an attempt for glory in social

prestige.

In other words, it would be easie:- for the purpose of drawing

generalizations i£ these last two "t:rl.nor" categories were not ltept separate,
but combined with the previous one to show thBt men often act falsely when
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they attempt to present to others an untrue, unreal self.

An analysis of the writ1ngs of Mrs. Gaskell, therefore, leads to the
following conclusions about things Mrs. Gaskell is most anxious to show in
her wri tinge.
full truth.

First, the conflict of each story involves a straying from
Secondly, there is usually some concealment of facts or blind-

ness to qualities or basic truths in an attempt to project a false image of
one's true character or nature -- otten involving the pressure of social
conventions and pretences.

Thirdly, the most common way of 11ving the

truth, contrasted with the above living of untruth, 18 to evolve enough
moral courage to be the kind of person one's real personality indicates he
115 to be.

Th1s usually involves faeing, not concealing, present facts and

realities, however unpleasant or damaging in the sight of others, and a
sincere effort to be natural, to develop the full persona11ty even when this
demods great sacrif1ce in promoting the well being of others.
falsehood is always punished} truth, rewarded.

Fourth,

84 Fifth, the theme of

stories by Mrs. Gaskell is, therefore, the necessity for living the truth.
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The only person in all these stories whose punishment for falsehood
we are not directly told of is the doctor who tells some mischievous whoppers
at the end of~. Since this occurs only about a page from the end of the
story in about two sentences, 1t would not be fair to expect the author to
show the doctor' s punishment. If she had continued the story, no doubt
Mrs. Gaskell would have rewarded this doctor as well as she rewarded every
other - even minor-untruthfulness.

CHAPTER V

THEME AND UNITY IN CRANFORD AND ItrrHE CAGE AT CRAJII'FORD tt

For those who deny the unity of Cranford, the village of Cranford it ..
sel! is made what can be called the protagonist if one can go
say that a book without action has a main actor.
1s the center

or

interest.

80

far as to

The town 1s described} it

The reader might be led to assume that Cranford

is considered the protagonist both by the title ot the book and by the large
amount of space and interest occu.pied by the Village and its mannerisms.

In

other words, Cranford does not have as the protagonist a person to whom
difficulties occur, but, 1n the mnner of the heath in

!!!!. Rctt~n 2!. ~

Nattve, it has the village of Cranford as its main character.

These critics

-

--

would see a difference, however, between Cranford and The Return of the
Native.

Cranford vou.ld be considered as setting forth a description and

histo17 ot the typical quaint old English village -- but not 1n a dramat1c
or narrative way and not with unified action.
If Cranford 1tseli' is the protagonist, there 1s no narrative, as these
critics note.

For if the village is the protagonist, against whom or what

does it struggle?

What is this main actor doing or trying to dot

Because

they find no single answer tor the.. questions, the critics bave considered
Cranford as disunified.
The heath in ~ Return

£! 2

existence and character of 1ts own.

Native, for example, bas a seJ;ll!U'ate
It reveals 1ts gloomy yet sturdy
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character and personality, and it tries to impress these as an outside force
on the personalitIes of those who 11ve on the heath.

The natural qualIties

of the heath dwellers seeldng self-expression and fult111ment clash with the
nature of the heath as it seeks to demonstrate its true selt and to imprint
its traits on all.

In Cranford, however, the situation i8 a bit different.

Tbe village has no perceptible existence or character separate from that
reader is not given a hint even as

possessed by its inhabitants.

The

regards any physical qualities

ot the town, much less any psychological

properties.
The

Its character traits are only the mnnerisu

or

the inhabitants.

town is not having a battle with its own traits or those of its inhabi-

tants, tor the traits of the town are those ot the 1nhabitants.
therefore, is not banng its difficulties} there 1s no contlict.
Crantord as protagonist, one can see why

80

The town,
With

many 01' the critics would have

declared the book dlsunltied, without the unity ot a novel.

There is no

story, only' the straln of liVing trom day to day.
Perhaps, however, the conflict is precisely this:
Cranford to live on from day to

4&,..

the struggle of

Whlle such a theory would produce a

pale potential conflict of peraeverance in life for Cranford, it still

would not produce unified action.
or idyll.

The

book reaina a mere character sketch

There is no climax in this action, no point where Cranford races

squarely its problem of liVing and seeks a solu.tion or even meets se1frevelation.

Tbere 18 no point where crantord tllNts its severest opposition

and either conquers, goes down in defeat, or stands dramtically revealed.
All that happens is that the town ambles on from day to day, from one event to
another, none more important or deCisive in any way than the other.

In other
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words, if Cranford 1s the protagonist of this book, all that the reader is
given 1s a character portrait, a number of incidents whose only relationship
to one another is that they can all be used to see what sort of a place the
village is.

There 1s nothing in any one event to demand that it be followed

by any other event.
book.

AIr1 point could

be the startJ any incident could end the

There would be no cl:ange in the performing

dra_tic revelation of character.

There is no reason why the last events

could not have been first, or omitted entirely.
tive struc1#ure.

or a ma1n action or 1n

The incidents bave no narra-

With such a view, Cranford becomes truly a mere series of

sketches, not a novel.
sequence ot action.

It 1s only a portraIt of a cOIIIIIunity without dramt1c

Slnce the action leads DOW'b.ere, it cannot be sa1d

whether or not the author shows that Cranford ls to be 1mtated or condemned
or whether it 1s even a atter of indifference:
has no theme.

the book shows nothingJ it

If' Cranford is to be seen as a novel, there must be -- to

simplify the problem of a complex book -- a conflict met at some climactic
point tor better or for worse, at least for &elf-revelation, so that the
reader can say that one should either espouse or avoid or choose at wl11 a
general course of action or character trait of which the conduct of the
protagonist is a specific example.
pose, must be found for the book.

Some start, ending, significance, purAnother protagonist IlUSt be found if

Cranford 1s to be connidered a unified novel.
The only character who is given treatment as large as that of the town
is Miss Matty.

Three arguments could be found, however, against the assump-

tion that Matty is the protagonist.

The title of the book seems to indicate

that the Tillage is of first importance.

Secondly, baving Matty as
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protagonist seems only to make the book even more episodic and loose in
structure.

At least with the village as nain character one m1ght Justify

apparently irrelevant details by cla1m1ng that they help present a complete
descript10n ot the Village.
descr1ption

or Matty.

Obnously, however, not all the details give a

SollIe relationship to her must be found for them.

Finally, just as it was impossible to find a· sui table contUct and climax
with Cranford as protagonist, lUteV1se there seems to be no opponent nor
difficulty aga1nst which Matty 1s strugg11ng.

On closer observation, hOW'-

ever, these di!ticulties vanish.
There are two ea3Y wa;ra of locating a conflict in Cranford with Matty
as protagonist.

Both involve reasoning trom theme to clima.x. and conflict in

the manner suggested 1n Chapter Two.

1

First the theme of Cranford must be

determined.
'!'he a..ull "an8wer book" d.eveloped in the previous tvo chapter8 is

one of the vays of deciding what is probably the theme of Cranf01'!i.
Mrs. a..kell's usual theme i8 the necessity of truth and the ev11 effects or
the various torms of falsehood.

It she bas used this theme in

mil)'

or

worD, as has been shown, she bas probably used it again in Cranford.

her
'!'bus,

the confUct 1n this book should 3hov, it it is to tollow the Ga.skell pattern,

ls.e above, pages 25 to 33. lote especially page 26, where 1t 1s
pointed out that once the crit1c bas determined the theme in one manner he
should 'be able to go back to the novel and see how the protagonist won when
opposing what should be oppo.ed, and so on. The real conflict should become
eVident, that is, once the theme is known. The reason, to repeat tram the
earlier chapter, why such a method 1s valid is that the most obVious method
(usually used unoonsciou.sly) tor determining thelDll is to say that one must do
what must be done to win in the conflict, or one must have that quality
necessary in the story for victory.
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how Matty

10880

lives the truth.

when she deals in deception and becomes successful when she
As added assurance, two critics lightly suggest the poast-

b111tles of fruitful investisatlon 1n this area.

In Cranford, says ffrench,

"foolishne98 1s to some extent the object ot gentle ridicule. n2

Sanders

agrees that the ''bcr!st name tor the sort of writing used in Cranford is,) perhaps, gentle satire, for satire it isft as it lAughs at "unjust prejudices. ,,3
Such remarks would lead one to suppose, in the light of Mrs. (]e.skell's usual
condemnations of falsehood, that Matty is fighting some type of soctal prejudice prevalent in Cranford, prejudice somehow fals1fying li1'e in the tow.

A

knowledge of Mrs. Gaskell's usual theme, therefore, suggests that Cranford

bas as 1ta main encounter a struggle 'by Matty against what 1s untrue in her
society.

The emphall1s placed on tJ::y, village of Cranford in the title and in

tbe book is then easily explained, for the trend to falseness in the nannerIs1118 of most of the people of Cranford is what Mltty OPPOHSJ the village

might be said to be her static antagonist.

It would be better

~

say that,

since the village has no separate eXistence of 1ts own, Matty must battle
against talse prejudices in herself and her neighbors, 1n those who are
Cranford.
Further, it is quite likely that Mrs. Gaskell bas used her familiar
theme again in Cranford.

middle of her career?

2

What wow.d explain a. sudden single deviation in the

Yet I this whole argument trom the use of the theme of

ttrench, ~. Oa!Jkell, 76.

3sanders I

!!!!..

Ge.skell, 44.

111
lying and truth in other works only gives probab11ity at best, not certitude
that it has been used again in Cranford.

ThUD, another method of exploration

based on the text 1tselt 1s needed to provide final tull proot tor the theory
suggested &00 to show how the novel would thus be unified in its detaIls.
The second

way to discover the theme

Cranford is to search for details

and thereafter the conflict

at

otten repeated as to show that the
4
author i8 trying to emphasize woot they have in common.
80

'I'broughout the book there 1s a constant dvrelling on things that are
considered vulgar.

A whole cateJ.ogue of these "vulprities lt my be compiled

from every part of t.he book.
ing:

It 1s vulgar to do such things as the follow-

to mention poverty, to be a man, to work, to publish 1n numbers, to

suck: orantpts, to eat peas '111 th a knite, to allow the naid to have any male
followers, to regret the flight ot time, to use words like tlhoax, It to have
a name like tlBoggiosH with the word "hog It 1n it, to eat heavily when out, to
be wealthy, to turn around to see who is there, to make any noise in e. place

ot public amusement, to see magic, to mrry, to shop 1n the grocery, to
5

over-curious, to vear garters, and to cross your legs.

be

There are other

instances of things considered unfashionable and not to be done (or the
oppo81te, recommen.ded tor those with good breedIng)} those listed here are
situations specifically labeled as vulgar -- a sufficiently long and

4
See above where this is discussed, pp. 27-33.

5Eliza.beth C. Oe.akell, Cranford, London, 3mith, Elder,

13, 14, 15, 33, 40, 45, 50, 58,

11

and

fF.dJ,

9, 10, 32,

172, 76, 88, 95, 124, 131, 142, 166.
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representative list.

As Mntioned earlier, such constant repetition can be

one method the author might use to make the reader aware ot the unreality,
the artistic selectiVity, ot the s1tuatlonbeing pictured.

It can be

Mrs. Gaskell's way or emphasIzing the thematic principle ot selectlon that
chose such details, her way ot torcing the reader to extend the literal
.aning ot the words so as to perceive the deeper signitlcance ot the total
movement ot the story.
Bow are theM details unreal f

A tev

or

the prohlbl tlons, like slopping

an orange in public or excessive Curiosity, are sucb that anyone would condemn thn.

Nothing termed poor manners or vulgar in the whole book, however,

1s ot such great moment as to arouse a whole town to public indignation, as
happens in most at the examples here cited.
dence would Dot allow

80

Furthermore, ordinary coinci-

many e:xaraples of "vulgarity" to ccae constantly

betore the attention of anyone.

'l'bat so many examples ot poor manners have

been catalogued in this book shows that the author intended to stress such
Incldents and the imp11cations

or

them.

More important, moat ot the proh1bitions cOV'er things which are
obviously not in any way wrong or un.nnerly, but sometimes even good and
necessary -- such as, wealth, marriage, shopping, and working.
such things are VUlgar and

'III't'Oftg

i. talse.

To hold that

Anyone who would inveigh against

such things is putting on a tal.. personalIty, tor he ie, in tact, being
untrue to the very nature ot

_1'1.

Man must work, marry, possess.

It is

obvious why, with th1s theme at the back of her mind, Mrs. Gaskell makes
ref'erence to the absurd cow in the lime pitas being sim1lar to hypocrl tical
human cows in flimsy flannel suits in London.

Such a one 1s like the person
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abasing sunbeams off the carpet to protect an imagined 'but absurd carpet
purity.

He is violating nature (here the nature

ot the carpet), chasing

tal.. unreaU ties, making "paper paths '* that have no substance in the real
world.

6

One who keeps these unnatural social commandments is turning his

back on reaUty and on a true Ufe.

He is stuntIng bie tull growth.

These

prohibitions are merely escapislIB. "paper paths,'t to soothe people who wish
to delude themselves with the i4ea of their own vanished or never attaIned.

eminence.

By trequently repeating this type of detail _. haVing the town

name vulgar things good and necessary, also things unworthy of a whole
town '8 wrath -- the author sbQw's the tragic and absurd results ot adber1ng
to such conventions.

She forces the reader to go beyond a strict character-

il&tion of the town, to observe where the sad results of this chain of
deception dl!'aIratlcally lead.

She forces the reader to go beyond the Uteral

meaning of the words to her theme that w.n should adhere to what is true and

avoid whatever is pretentiOUS display of talse persODality yearning tor an
untrue glory.
This is one diffIculty Matty must tace.
happiness to false 8oc1al appearances.

She must ransom her true

She must sacritice true teelings to

conform to this social pattern of the town.

A dra_tlc structure emerges as

the reeder observes Matty's unbappiness when she must march squarely against

social convention to sell merchandise, to earn ber living, to leave ott her
aristocratic pretences.

-

6Ibid., U-12.

Matty faces a confUct in deviation from truth in
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her social life.

Matty is moody, restive, unhappy in her dealIngs with

others because she is bound. by these unreasonable laws which she accepts and
obeys.

S1nce actIng for convention is acting a 11e, Matty must seek her

80cial happiness in breaking these bonds of conventIoaality, in living a
11fe to conform to what she really is and what she really feels.

There is

a close parallel between this aspect of Cranford and aspects of Ruth, the
difficulties of most of the people in Wives

~

Daughters, aDd the conduct

of Mr. Harrison.
Matty finally achieves enough social maturity to 11ve the truth instead

ot lie when sbe braves all public opinion in resolv1ng to do what lite
demands of her.

She becomes "vulgar" in two min ways.

store, although businesB is vulgar as is all work.
the same solution as tOW1d by Ruth.

She opens her

Matty bas found here

Matty will now honestly meet debts

incurred by bank failure rather than accept her bankruptcy that would so
harm others.

She feels it would be a lie to claim bankruptcy when she still

haa some money.

She is most scrupulous in her business dealings, giving

others tull measure and sparing herself no pains. 7 To accept duty and to do
work, to give all tor others if necessary, is her way of tulfilling herself.
The whole town comes to accept her integr1 ty, especIally her flying in the

face ot the wlgar to do true duty to herselt' and others.
Secondly, Matty comes to accept men, although all males are considered
vulgar.

-

It 1s important to observe the place of males in Cranford.

7Ibid ., 90, 135, 152, 156, 157.

Each

U5
male introduced 1s one who openly braves vulgarity, 18 a breaker of convention.

Captain Brown is "poor out loud," Brunoni can stoop to accept help,

and Peter, who crosses his legs, does all sorts of things to frustrate
convention, just as he bad shocked the conventional by the hoax (which one
should not even mention) atter which he had left home.

The trouble with

Peter, saya convention, is that he had "lived too long among the savage •• It
Holbrook i8 also unconventional) his reading is not classical.

Yet aU

theae _n are _de very sympathetic characters to the reader by their kindness to the needy, their thoughtful consideration, as 1s especially empha-

sized with Peter.

ot the talse

8

Males are, thus, breakers of the 11e ot convention and

a~sumptiona

of grandeur ot escapism.

of truth, the "honest warmth

Males are the principles

at a manly heart. ,,9

In accepting man, therefore, Matty is not only negatively breaking a
restraint at convention, but she is alao coming positively to accept what
stands for hOMlsty and truth.

Does

answer 1. that she does gradually.

Matty really come to accept menf

At almost the threshold ot her life she

had been pressured into retuaing marriage with Holbrook.
along, Matty allows Martha to have a tollower.
considered low:
Holbrook.

8

The

Lady Glenmire' s wedding.

As the story moves

She approves of what i8

She mourns over her 1088 of

In times of difticulty and for rratters at business (a. with the

-

Ibid., 13, 10, 166, 58, 171, 39, 58.

9Ibid ., 51. Note that even the Old Rector, who so otten bows to conventioii;C'ould also be listed. bere allOllg the other men, tor he too 1s kindly,
and at times strong enough to stand up to convention and to act contrary to
the habitual and usual ways of act1ng (See 51, 58, 62).
J!'

:,lli
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bank failure) Mttty thinks over and reappraises the value of men.
there are th1eves, she s ..s a value in having a man around.
the mr.rriage of

~rtba

and Jim, accepting help from them.

When

She blesses
She had alvays

wished tor and dreamed ot a baby of her own. Finally, she accepts home
10
her IIBnly brother Peter.
Further, since men are equated with business, in
accepting bUSiness Matty accepts men.

Men stand for truth and the brealdng

of pretence in this book, tor true human valuesJ in accepting males, Matty
opens the way, ectually, psychologically, and symbolically, tor social true
liVing and happiness.
Just aa sbe is bound socially by unreasonable convention that, as it
were, kills her while she lives by _king her llve a lying Ufe not her

own, so also is Matty bound in her personal life by an unreasonable bond.
Throughout her lite Matty bas never been independent.

She bas always been

bound by the will of her sister, whether the elder sister is aUve or dead.
Here is the same sort of deception as in Cousin Phillis, where the one in
author! ty torces an untrue life on his subordinate by refusing due independence.

So completely baa Matty been led from fult1111ng her own true

personality by over-restraint, that after her sister's death Matty pays for
the few deceptive lan ties and sUght disobediences she had practiced while
the sister was alive, tor atter the sister's death Matty is more closely
bound than ever by inordinate conventionality and by slavery to the sister'.

l0!.2.!!., 45 and It7, 124, 138, 131, 146, 111-8, 137, 154; tor tetty's
acceptance ot men in business and men' s equivalence with business, see
137 and 154 •

U7
will.

It had been her subservience to her sister that bad caused the

tragedy ln Matty's personal life, just as subservlence to social conventions
caused her social unhappiness.

Mltty bad the dally petty annoyance ot

baYing her will thwarted in the l1ttle pleasures or simple l1ving.

Further,

and more important, because her sister trowned on men and marriage as vulgar,
Matty bad refused the _rriage otter ot her one great love, Holbrook, w1 th
resulting unhappiness to them both.

It ls this that rakes Matty unhappy

personally, it 1s this that leads Matty to conclude, as she broods over the
ll
babies abe might haw bad, that this 1s a rather sad lite.
It is only
when Matty breaks this bond by coming to accept men that sbe 1s able to be
happy personally in belng and livlng the truth of her own nature.

It 18

illpOrtant to notice here also how the personal and social aspects ot the
confllct l1I1ite tor a t1nal climax.

In her aft1rratloos against pretension

Matty accepts men, thus obtalnlng personal happiness and a symbol ot soc1al
success.

ODe IIWJt live the truth.

To su-.rlze, Cranford does have the w:rl.ty

or a novel. A careful

analys1a of its thuw shows that there is narratlve structure:

Matty race.

persooal and social unhappiness through living l1es} she gains happines8 1n
both by liVing the truth of her own selt.

Cranford baa, thus, a conflict,

a cl1aBx} the actlon8 draw together and DBa a sign1f1cant point.
is 11I11fle4.

llIbld., 46, 138, 117.

-

The novel

U8
It is good to have this Judgment

OIl

the theme and structure of Cranford

assured by noting that it tully complies 1n each 01' the five major ways with
the analya1a 01' Mrs. Claskell 'e usual treatment in her other works. 12
Cranford takes its place with Ruth, Wi ves

!!2!:! in

~

r.yhters, and

!l ~ .1Jht· s

protesting aplnst the restraints 01' social conventlons combined with

personal ambitions.

The book 1s sim1lar to Ruth, Sllvla's Lovers, and

Cousin Ph11l1s, for, 11ke SylVia

a~d

Phillis, even as regards petty, insin-

cere token non-contormity betore and after major declslons, Matty must try to
break through excessive and stifling restraints trom one in authority over
her.

As in the other books, the authority should not rem1n, or at least

remain as strOftg, tor Matty herself i6 nov required to lead her own lite, &.

his own character even when this means almost

was true with Sylvia and Phillis.

.an must live the truth of

losing selt in service of others.

Cranford is like Ruth in its solution that

Finally, tbe dramatic structure of

Cranford, unobserved. by those vho call the book. nsketcbes" but revealed by
the analysis offered here, akas Cranford quite similar to "Mr. Harrison' s
Contessions": both have a double conflict of personal and social infidelity
to true .elf.

The dual lines ot action meet in both to allow for a single

solution of happiness as the main character tinds true self, personally and
soc1ally, by breaking out of conventiona11 ty _inly vi th a single act of
dedication to deep duty.

12See abCMI, p. 105.
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hom the ideas presented in this chapter several conclusions can be
drawn.

Cranf'ord has narrative unity, w1th an obscured conflict and climax

revealed trom a carotul consideration of theme.

The book. presentlS Mrs.

Gaskell's usual theme throuah situations and a conflict quite
those in other works of' the author.

slm~.lar

to

The tact that careful analysis is

required in this novel to reveal tbe theme and drall8.tic structure shows that
Cranford is not only worthy to taka its place beside Mrs. Gaskell's other
works, but also that, since it has a subtle conflict of character found
(not so well hidden) only in a few other of her writings, Cranford -.y even
take toremost rank among the stories of Mrs. Gaskell.

A final word must be &&id about "The Cage at Crantord.»

A brief survey

shovs that it is not part of the novel, tor, although it does give a picture
of Cranford life, the center of the stage is occupied bY' the narrator,
Mary SlDi th, and by Miss Pole.
The basic difficulty in the story occurs because both Mary and Miss Pole

are unwilling to allow anyone to know that they are not
with the latest tashions.

:f'uJ~y

conversant

In this, they are trying to present a talse front

to the world ,-- a familiar motif of Mrs. Gaskell.
Mary had told Miss Pole that a certain bat vas "unbecoming" because she

bad ordered a surprise cap trom Paris for Miss Pole and did not want her
friend to buy a bat until the gitt aame.\<Ihen Mary finds out that the bat
is not coming from Paris, she suddenly urges

scorned the day before.
somehow.

M1S8

Pole to buy the hat

80

It is obvious to. Miss Pole that Mar7 is being falae

For her untruths Mary must hear hersel:f called "very muddle-

headed. » After Mary blurts out the truth, Miss Pole, afraid that some
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decept.ion remains, reminds the narrator:

"Mary, Mary, remember who is the

tather of liesl,,13
In her desire to cater to the town' s social conventions and to have the

new piece of apparel rai_ Miss Pole to new high status, Mary bad asked
Mrs. Brown in Paris to bu,' "ao.ethin.g new and pretty," something "fashionable."

This was Mary's undoing.

exact, IIOre true with her worde.

She should have been more honest, more
She should not bave been ambiguous in her

wording to obtain something stylish about which sbe knew nothings in her

desire to inorease Miss Pole's standing, MI&r1 deale in fashions as if such
dealing were an ordinary part of her character.

Thus, Mary is being talse

not only in her desire to eDhance slightly and "innocently" Miss Pole' s
pre.tip by showy externals, but she is also deceiVing herself, being false

to her own nature in dealing vi th wbat is beyond her realm as it such
tashions were QOU1BOnplace for her.

Mary actually knows so little about the

fashions that sbe does not even know what a "cage" is.

When the servants

suggest that the present i8 a dres8 or petticoat, they are shouted down 'o;y
MIry and Miss Pole -

who again talsely flaunt what tha;y teel is their

superior knowledge in _tters of taahion.

5&18 Mal'11

"I vas rather looked

upon 10. the light of' a fast JOWl8 WOlllllU '01' aU the laundresses of Cranford,

because I bad two colored petticoats. n

Mary insists on maintaining her

13
Elisabeth C. Gaskell, ''The cage at Cranford," Cranford, The 2!&!. at
Crantord, The Moorland CQtta:i' London, Geoffrey Cumberlege, Oxtord--uti1versit;y PreS8;Tbe Wor12i's Class cs, 1951, 246-1"e..
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false position even when she is clearly 19norant of style or use.
dinner Mi.ss Pole ridicules the servants' suggestion once
of their

DION.

Later at

As a :result

talse pretensions Mary and Miss Pole mWit sutter a good deal of

humiliation when the truth 1s revealed, although the _tter here 1s so petty
that Mrs. Qaslcell does not make them unhappy vi th lite, as happens when a

person is guilty of more serioulJ falsehood in the other stori.s.

Mary and

Miss Pole are shamed before Pewr and Hoggins, and even before the servant
Fanny, whose wisdom they find was really quite superior.

14

Instead of being

so concel"Ded vi th the shoviness and original! ty of Miss Pole in her new
garb, instead ot ignorantly agreeing In crt ticislI of Mrs. 1'1 ts-Adams •
"tmtashionable cap", and instead of Jealously guarding her own reputa'Uon
as a connoisseur, Msry should have held to the truth of words and action.
She should have told the woman in Paris exactly what was wanted, without

being worried about tashionableness.

Miss Pole had advised that "when you
15
want a thing, say what you want; it 115 the best way 1n general."
In other

words, Mary should have done aYa7 vi th nasi veness, kept to the eact truth

ot words and actions J she should have lived the truth.
While "'l'be cage at Crantord" has tM same Gaskell theme, therefore,

and the same setting, it will not Join itself structurally to crantord, as
it should do it the book vere only a series of sketches or a study of the
village.

'!'he d1rterent characters and sequence of action that "The Cage at

II
II:
,,11

,'I

I

1

14Ib1d ., 248, 24.5, 256, 260.

1
":

l5Ib1d., 248.

i1

Cranford" focuses upon separates it from the t:Bin stream of action of
Cranford, at aaat 1n the present torm of these two stories.

It is re&8sur-

ing to see this, for this observation lends further ered,enee to the analysis
offered for Crant'ol'dJ
show them separate.

the contrast between this short story and the novel

Some of the important details are carried over trom

Cranford, however, besides the obvious similarities of characters, setting,

theme, and point of view.
There is t.he same concern tor the external appearances of' thinss.

think a cage from France much more "elegant" than one trom England.

All

Mary

trakes much of her insistenee on the word "fashionable," her downfall eventu-

ally I as she learns that "there ia such a thing, I can assure you" as a
gif't,'. being "too fashionable."

This story has an inordinate concern again

with wbat 1s "vulgar", both in the worry over tashionable externals mention ...
ed above, and explicitly in exam1ni'lg "Mr. Bogg1ns' vulgarity."
vulgar

ot bill to stand in the presence of his aristocratic wit..

It is
Further I

Boggins begins "to laugh in his boisterous vulgar way" when he reveals the

truth of the "cage" to Mary and Miss Pole.

Finally -- quite significant --

this story presents the same view ot mas as does Cranford.

Men are only

1n the way at home, the reader is told, and they do not belong in the drawing

room, for that is wbere the local gossips weave the1r untruths for SOCial
prestige.

Peter and Mr. Boggin. are the ones who finally impress the truth

about the cage on b>Bry and Miss Pole. 16 Males, therefore, considered vulgar
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in the town, are actually the main bearers of truth.

This, of course, is

why Mrs. Gaskell bas the town, with its false standards, consider men as
vul.pr when the plot shows the contrary to be true.

To live the truth and

to gain peace I this story again shovs, Mary' and Miss Pole must accept men
and what they have to say.

In all its few details, this story reflects

Cranford, although it has a difterent structure of action trom that of the
book.

"The

Cage

at Cranford It is interesting, then, as a tinal support for the

ideas presented about Cranford.

The fact that although aerarated by ten

years from the previous work, it shows the same t1PfJ ot detail and demands
the __ type of' the_tie interpretation of this detail confirms the analysiS

ot Cranford. Yet this short story announces its distinctness from Cranford:
it Cranford were only sketches of the town, this story would tit 1n as well

.s any ot the chapters of the book.
ate structure.

"The

Cage

Instead, thIs story haa its own separ-

at Cranford" allows the critic a tinal confirma-

tion, therefore, in placing Cranford as a novel well unified in its
dramatic action as revealing and revealed by the theme ot the necessity for
a true life.

C'RAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCWSIONS

Cr1 tical opinion, researeh shows, holds that Cranf'ord lacks any sure
relat1onsh1p among its incidents, laoks a s1ngle, unified conflict.

The

events lead to no c11max; there is no progressJ there 1s no change or clash
of characters in the book.

Although the events do so well describe the town

ot Cranford that UlI!.U11 cr1 tics held the book to

be an idyll, a piece of

description, and although many were impressed by the uniform tone and
sympathetic point of view in the book, no one supported the view that
CraQf'ord 1s a unified novel.
Inquiry into the nature of narrative structure showed that, 1n a work

aspiring to be a novel, theme may focus all the strands of detail and unify
the book.

Theme reveals the unity of the conflict and all its parts also,

for the contliet is but the major detail of' the work.

Theme may be dis-

covered by observation of the outcome of the contlict or, if the conflict
(and, therefore, the narrative unity) is in doubt, by a generalization made
on rea11z1ng that the author bas exercised selection to produce unrealities

(a8, repetitions, distortions of the nor_l) that force a certain interpretation.

Once theme 1s discovered by the latter method, any previously

concealed dramatic structure should, if present, become apparent.

Once

theme 18 discovered by an analysis of the pattern of the minor details, the
pattern of the main detail (the contl1ot) should be clear.
124

The connection
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between theme and narrative structure, thus, was found to provide a concrete
method for Judging the unity of a noyel.
Research into critical opinion began the attempt to decide on the narrative unity of Cranford.

The critics have judged that Mrs. Gaskell used

the same theme in all her works.
80

Although some critics treated the matter

lightly that their teztlmony is only

usef~l

a& corrobor&tion, and although

many of the critics expressed their oplniorJ on theme incompletely and in a
confu&ing vay, invest1ptioD. Indlcc.ted that Mrs. Gaskell's U&UB.l theme is
a warning to avoid various forms of lying, untruth, deception of' self or
others) by words or actions.

The major preoccupation ot Mrs. Ga.skell is

with the evils of falsehood and the value of fidelity to truth.
Careful and detailed textual research of her works themselves shoved
that such is indeed the usual theme of Mrs. Gaskell.

An

examination was

made of eight representative works, three abort stories and five novels.
each the conflict involved a straying from full truth.
treatment and structure,

:;;",:,,:e

In

As regards method of

concealment of facts or blindness to basic

truths or personal characteristics, often involving pressure of social conventions and pretensions, was usually observed.

The common way 8UG88sted

in which one might li va the tru.th was found to be this:

evolve enough moral

courage to be the kind ot person one's personality indicates he 18 to be,
even though this may demand facing unpleasant and damaging personal truths
as well as

pro~tness

in promoting the well-being of others.

Since false-

bood is always punished in the books and fidelity to living the truth
rewarded, the usual theme ot Mrs. Gaskell IS stories 1s indeed, as the

critics had suggested, the necessity for living the truth.
A caretul examination of Cranford showed sufflcient distortion of
reality to allow an inference (in the mnner shown in the second paragraph
above) about what Mrs. Gaskell intended as the theme Qf Cranford.

Since

ture is unnatural stress on prohibitions against "vuls;arlty.. " and since
the proh1bi tions are apinst things not only not evil but even good and
neoessary for man 11' he is to 'be truthful to his nature -- since the author
distorts reality to emphasize her polnt, one II8Y inter that the theme of

Crptord is again the neces8it,. for llving the truth.

When this theme is

applied to the action of the story, a oonflict is revealed in which Matty
stl"1ftS tor social aDd personal truth -- truth to her hWDan nature and
truth to her own individuality.

Only when she abandons the falseness of

the conventional prohibitions against false

'~rities .. "

only wben sbe

accepts the truthfulness of _les and of labor .. does Matty find happiness.
Crantord has a. structure as it shows how Mltty oomes gradually to reject
bel' old views and to liVEl the truth.

Knowledge of Mrs. Gaskell's usual theme and manner of treatment suggested what theme and what type of detail to look for in Cranford.

distortion of reality proved the theme of Cranford.

The

'l"bis theme pointed to a

conf'lict and narrati VEl structure previously unnoticed by the critics.
11'8)'

It

be concluded that Cranford is, therefore, a unified novel.

'!'be certainty of this conclUsion was further bolstered by the observa-

tion that, with its structure explained in the tIIlnner indicated, Cranford
fits in well with Mrs. Geskell'. usual patternJ it resembles her other

stories in theme, structure, type ot detail, and mnner of treatment.
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The certainty or the conclusion was also assured by
Cage at Cranford."

8

study ot

t~e

3inc. this short story shows the same type ot detail in

the same way, it demands the same thematic interpretation.

That it at!ll

does not, however, fit into the central pattern of events in Cranford,
confirms the tact that Cranford bas its own narrative structure.

It Cranford

were only an idyll or a piece of description, "The Cage at Craro..1'ord It should

fi t 1n well as further description.

The study of the basis

or

narrative structure and of Mrs.

Gns~ell'5

usual theme and vanner of treatment suggests w1:>.at to loo!t: tor !n C=anford
and further strengthens conclusions based on the details found in Cranford.
The investigations undertaLen 1n this paper, thus, lead to the conclusion

that Cranford i8 a unif1ed novel.
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